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CHARACTERS
The game universe is populated with characters, but the vast majority of these need no
description or characteristics as they will never actually be making an appearance. They are the
faceless masses that keep the economy running, crew massive star cruisers, and support
interstellar despots in rigged elections. Their race is automatically the norm for the region they
are found in and there is nothing else in their appearance that would draw anyone’s notice in a
crowd.
Should an individual be singled out from the crowd by the players, a d100 roll, modified
to eliminate outliers, will suffice to provide any necessary characteristic or skill value. Those in
professional capacities can simply be assumed to have met the requirements for their career.
Competent individuals will generally have skill ratings equal to their aptitude rating making it
possible to reduce a minor character to their characteristic scores and their profession.
Only major characters, such as those used by the players in a roleplaying game, their
allies and foes need to be created using the following method. A fully developed character will
have ratings for twelve characteristics, a number of skills, a pool of background points, some
social connections, and a list of their possessions. Characters can be created proceeding from
their youth or at their present age and profession and working backwards. This allows the
generation of new player characters of any degree of experience in a moment and the growth of
their past as a part of game play.
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Characteristics
Your character's innate abilities are rated for ten Characteristics that provide initial and
maximum ratings for your character's skills.
Agility indicates the ease with which an
individual can move through their
environment including balance, grace, and
lightness of foot. It is used for physical feats
like climbing and dancing.

Perception is a measure of general
awareness and sensory acuity. It is used to
notice clues and ambushes.
Reflexes is a measure of reaction speed and
alertness. It is used to determine the
sequence in which actions are resolved and
to drive vehicles.

Dexterity provides an indication of the ease
with which small objects can be manipulated
and controlled. It is used to fire small arms
and work with tools and devices.

Strength is a measure of overall size, build,
and muscular development. It is used to lift
objects, bear loads, and strike blows.

Endurance is a measure of cardiovascular
fitness and muscular conditioning. It is used
to resist injuries and overcome hardships
and exhaustion.

Talent is a measure of creativity and
originality as well as general interpersonal
sensitivity. It is used to originate concepts
and ideas .

Knowledge is a measure of memory and
study. It is used to remember information
and recall details.

Willpower is a measure of discipline and
resolve. It is used to persevere and impose
one’s will on others.

Logic is a measure of problem solving and
recognizing disinformation. It is used to test
new ideas and deduce solutions to problems.

Special Characteristics
There are two characteristics which work differently than the others, Psi and Class.
individuals roll for class as in some societies
Class is a measure of the
it is the ruling class that is modified and in
individual’s wealth, fame, and station.
others slaves.
While it has little bearing on skills or actions
undertaken it opens up access to higher class
connections and provides funds, all of which
Psi is a measure of the character’s
can open the doors of opportunity. Class is
capacity for psionic powers. It serves as the
rolled for on a straight percentage as it is
aptitude for skills involving such abilities
very much an accident of birth that is not in
and as the amount of force they can bring to
any way genetic or physiological. Class has
bear. Like Class, Psi is generally generated
no natural boundary and thus no actual
with a flat percentile roll. If psi doesn’t
maximum rating unless it is imposed by
exist in the setting it is automatically set at
society. Even genetically engineered
0.
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Really elaborate things like altering racial
traits or creating massive brain slugs are a
bit beyond the scope of this option.

Generating Characteristics
Initially Characteristic ratings won’t
follow a linear statistical model. That is to
say that lower ratings tend to be indicative of
demographic circumstances like childhood,
illness, and old age, which are generally
outside of the normal mode of play.

Developing Characteristics
Characteristics can be developed to a
maximum of the best skill for which they
serve as an aptitude.

Ordinary Healthy Adults
The Characteristics of those adults in
good health and circumstance can be
represented by rolling percentile, and adding
30 to rolls under 30. If the individuals are
meant to be strictly average, 30 can also be
subtracted from rolls over 70. The latter
method can also be used to represent
individuals from communities with
significant inbreeding like lost colonies and
hereditary nobility. This rule can be applied
after species modifiers.

Appearance
Two primary factors to consider
when creating a character’s description are
their general aesthetics and overall
reproductive viability within their own
species. A human will see a horse or an
eagle as beautiful but not as sexy.
Aesthetics lean towards symmetry and
colouration, while reproductive viability is
largely indicated by physical fitness and
bearing. As such, one might average their
Agility, Strength, Endurance, and Willpower
to find a general guideline to a character’s
attractiveness within their own species but
such a number is not required, or used at any
point in these rules. One can apply the art
skill Fashion to enhance their general
aesthetics within their own species and
culture but such knowledge is of little use
outside of these.

Exceptional Adults
Heroic individual’s Characteristics
an be generated by rolling percentile and
adding 30 to rolls under 30. This allows
some room for weakness and nuance while
eliminating useless individuals and
increasing the average ratings.

Eugenic Programs

My Character Lacks Charisma

The results of selective breeding
programs are generated by spending 550
points with no rating exceeding 100 or
falling below 40 as such programs generally
cull non-viable offspring.

Some experienced role players will
probably observe that there are no purely
social characteristics. In part, this is because
there are already social aspects to Class,
Logic, Knowledge, Perception, Talent, and
Willpower. Just as no physical
characteristic dominates combat, no single
mental ability dominates social interaction.

Genetic Engineering
Like selective breeding, genetic
manipulation allows a pool of points to be
spent on characteristics. 650 points are
available and no rating may be set above 110
or below 50 under most circumstances.
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Frontier Worlder

Cultures

Newly settled worlds provide many
opportunities that would be restricted on
core worlds.

Upbringing is a major factor in a
character’s development. This is primarily
reflected by providing a list of Fundamental
Skills which start out equal to their aptitude.
A culture’s own language and natural
weapons are always fundamental skills. For
humans the natural weapons are Punch and
Grapple, but a race with claws will
obviously have a claw attack skill instead of
Punch. Fundamental Skills are awarded at a
rate of one every two years plus a language
and an innate attack like Punch or Grapple
or other physical activity. Members of
species with different aging rates have
proportionately fewer skills or reduce a
number of other skills to a base of zero.

Axe
Botany
Climbing
Drive Wheeled Vehicles
Foraging
Grapple
Navigation
Punch
Survival
Swimming

Spacer
Children reared in societies that
dwell in orbital habitats, generation ships,
and asteroid bases require a different skill
set to survive.

Core Worlder
A species’ home world is ideally
suited to support them. Core worlds tend to
be more bureaucratic and orderly but allow
fewer opportunities for adventure.

Any one ARTISTIC or PERFORMANCE
Astronaut
Computers
Life Support Technician
Own Language
Lying
Mathematics
Neutonian Physics
Pilot Spacecraft
Sensors

2 ARTISTIC or PERFORMANCE
Catching
Lying
Mathematics
Own Language
Throwing
Singing
Swimming
Writing
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Skills
If you take a look at the Skill List, you'll probably wonder what the various skills do in
game terms. All skills increase your character's chance of succeeding when they do that sort of
thing. They don't have any other effects. S.f.% is a sufficiently complex game that it really
doesn't need a bunch of special case rules hiding in the skill descriptions.

Italicized Words In Skill Names

Training Points

Race Medicine is one of many skills
that has part of its name in italics. This
means that it is a "Cluster Skill" and that
actually covers many skills. These skills are
created by substituting a specific word for
the italicized part of the name. For instance
Dog Medicine, Gryph Medicine, and Human
Medicine are all appropriate Race Medicine
skills. Note that CULTURE is a group of
categories, that aren't related to each other.
French Culture may give you some help in
cooking French dishes or knowing French
customs but it really doesn't help much with
Chinese cooking or Chinese law.

A character receives 36 points per
year. For each full increment of their racial
Aging Factor 12 points per year are lost to
atrophy and aging. In reality these points are
lost from skills and characteristics and are
repurchased through study and practice but
that’s not much fun to play out. It is quite
possible for young characters to be highly
specialized and competitive as can be seen
in international sporting events like The
Olympic Games.

Training and Certification
Education provides professional
certification which can be used to obtain
employment. It doesn't matter what your
skill rating is, without that piece of paper
you can't work in the field, though it may be
possible to earn a living as a freelance
consultant. Of course, an education costs
money rather than earning it. There is a
provision to borrow the money but in the
end, education must be paid for. One of the
great advantages of upper class characters is
that they will have the money to get an
education without having to earn it first.

Aptitudes
Each skill has a characteristic or skill
shown in parentheses after it on the skill list.
This determines its initial rating and how
many points can be spent on it and thus its
maximum rating.

Learning Opportunities
Careers and education provide
opportunities to develop skills beyond the
limits of background knowledge and
personal study. Having a learning
opportunity allows a skill to be developed up
to its aptitude. Fundamental skills for a
character’s culture always have a learning
opportunity available.

Related Skills
If a skill from the same category has
a rating at least twenty-five points higher
than a default, it gives a 5 point bonus to the
available learning experience. It probably
should added to the default rating but that
makes a dreadful mess of the accounting.
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Developing Skills

Prior Experience

A character receives thirty-six
training points per year or three points per
month. As time passes more and more time
is needed to maintain their capabilities. For
every full multiple of their racial Aging
Factor after attaining maturity, one
additional point per month, or twelve per
year must be spent on maintaining their
general capabilities resulting in an overall
lower amount of training points.

There's no need to start playing your
character as an inexperienced youth. They
can be skilled and educated adults with past
experiences. The price of playing an older
character is quite simply that they're older.
They have more standing commitments and
less time to keep at the top of their game,
their joints start to ache, they may even
suffer serious injuries that impair their
abilities. It’s important to remember that
aging represents the effects of failing to train
when life gets busy just as much as it
represents physical deterioration due to age.

Default Skill Ratings
Due to primary education, media
exposure, common knowledge, and life
experiences, skills found in the character’s
culture start out at half their Aptitude.
Characteristics can only be raised if there is
a skill for which they are the aptitude that
has a higher rating. In essence the aptitudes
for Characteristics are the skills for which
they are aptitudes. Skills from another
culture’s CULTURE category do not benefit
from a default rating.

Occupations
For a character to enter an
occupation they must buy the skills it
requires, rolling for events as necessary, they
then obtain the gear and the title specified
for the career. Rank and position may be
modified by random events. Of a necessity
the careers listed here are based on a more or
less modern human society. Others can, of
course, be envisioned but are best left to
specific species and settings.

Personal Study
Outside of educational and
occupational opportunities, skills can be
developed through personal study. This
allows an additional five training points to
be spent on skills with ratings of 80 or less
and one point on skills of 81 or higher each
year. This allows skills to be increased
beyond their aptitude and thus to serve as
learning opportunities for characteristics.

Gear
Each profession has a list of
equipment a character in that field can be
reasonably expected to posses. Some items
will have a skill prerequisite listed in
parentheses which must be met to obtain
them. The rest are automatically gained after
the character finishes their first year. The
gear is assumed to be of the standard
technology level for the setting.

Future Opportunities
Careers have natural ties to other
careers. If a character moves on to one of
these, they can carry their ranks over.
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Aging

Skill Substitutions

Every year after your character's
racial Aging Factor plus Maturation Rate,
they lose one point from each Characteristic.
After their age is double their Aging Factor
they lose two points and after it is triple
their racial Aging Factor they lose three
points from every Characteristic, every year,
and so on. Of course, this isn’t much fun so
it is assumed that the character is making a
constant effort to maintain their abilities and
thus the number of Training Points awarded
each year is reduced instead. If the player
would rather have the points they can accept
the decline and receive the skill points.

If wheeled vehicles have been
supplanted by gravitic, hover, or vectored
thrust vehicles it is appropriate to replace the
skill with the more common skill. In similar
fashion, pistol and rifle skill can be replaced
with energy pistol and energy rifle where
appropriate to the common technologies of
the setting.

Rank Qualifications
In order to qualify for an event bonus
a character must meet the qualifications for
the next rank. To qualify for the bonus they
must have at least one occupational skill per
rank with a rating greater than 35 + 5 x the
next rank.

Event Roll
Each year after spending their points,
the player must make a roll on the Event
Table. The usual catastrophe is loss of their
job or expulsion from school with sufficient
prejudice to ensure they’ll never get into an
equivalent position again. Each occupation
skill at the rating required for the next rank
adds one point to the roll. Each occupation
also has a career specific event and benefit

Personal Vehicle
Some occupational benefits entitle a
character to an appropriate vehicle, this will
be a wheeled or floatation vehicle, it can be
an individual vehicle like a motorcycle or a
four person automobile or work truck or
boat if preferred. It can be an aircraft if the
character is a skilled pilot or it can be an
anti-gravity vehicle if those are
commonplace in the setting.

Family
The close ties of early life
experiences are a powerful economic and
social resource. Depending on the
reproductive strategy of the character’s race
they will have a number of family members
that can be contacted for help. If abused
these relationships will decline in strength
but are assumed to be positive and trusting
in the beginning.

Injured
The character is involved in an
accident and suffers a debilitating injury.
They lose one year to recuperation and have
a permanent scar, limp or other reminder of
their misfortune.

Wounded
The character is hit in combat and
loses a limb or an eye. The body part can be
replaced with a cloned or mechanical device
but it takes a year to recuperate.
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Character Creation Example
In order to demonstrate how all this fits together,
Species
This character will be an ordinary
human. This means there are no modifiers to
their characteristics.

So, we’ve got a pretty average guy
from a lower class family. He’s only got 19
Savings units to work with. Since this is a
technology level 40 setting that works out to
760 units in cash but that’s not used in
character creation anyhow.

Generating Characteristics
Our character will be an ordinary
adult, so a percentile roll is made for each
characteristic with 30 being added to their
rating if the roll is less than 30 and 30 is
subtracted if the roll is greater than 70.

At 18, coming from a capitalist
society he gets some fundamental skills start
out equal to their aptitude. We’ll make his
language German since that comes up.

Agility: 85 - 30 = 55
Dexterity: 99 - 30 = 69
Endurance:87 - 30 =57
Knowledge: 96 - 30 = 66
Logic: 57
Perception: 10 + 30 = 40
Reflexes: 85 - 30 = 55
Strength: 80 - 30 = 50
Talent: 25 + 30 = 55
Willpower: 89 - 30 = 59

Economics (Logic): 57
Grapple (Agility): 55
History (Knowledge): 66
Lying (Talent): 55
German Language (Knowledge): 66
Punch (Dexterity): 69
Wheeled Vehicles (Reflexes): 55
Writing (German): 66
Savings: 17

Well, that really dragged down some
fantastic rolls, but that’s what it’s there for.
We weren’t looking for a mighty hero at the
moment.

Since he doesn’t have the money to go to
school and there’s a war on (isn’t there
always?), he’ll enlist in the Ground Forces.
His Agility, Endurance, and Strength are all
over 50 so he’s in. The first year has to be
spent in the infantry to represent basic
training. Occupational skills are Climbing,
Grappling, Punch, Rifle, Swimming. We’ll
make his specialty Supply so he’ll also need
Logistics, Shipping, and Wheeled Vehicles.
If this was a space opera setting we’d
probably want to trade out Rifle for Energy
Rifle and Wheeled Vehicles for Antigravity
Vehicles.

Class and Psi are just flat percentile
rolls. Psi is entirely optional. Many settings
don’t have it at all and many more limit it in
one way or another. As this fellow is from a
hard sf setting we won’t really be using psi
anyhow.
Class:19
Psi: 80
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That’s a lot of skills. In the first year he puts
7 points into Climbing, Logistics, Shipping,
Rifle, and Swimming as they are career
skills that aren’t fundamental and only have
ratings of half their aptitude. The remaining
point goes into Punch, just to even it up.

The next year he moves into the mechanized
branch of the ground forces, the cavalry.
The career skills are Ballistic Gunnery,
Tracked Vehicles, and Missile Gunnery,
he’ll put twelve points into each of them.
Ballistic Gunnery (Reflexes) 27 + 12 = 39
Climbing (Agility) 34
Economics (Logic) 57
German Language (Knowledge) 66
Grappling (Agility) 55
Logistics (Knowledge) 40
Lying (Talent) 55
Missile Gunnery (Reflexes) 27 +12 = 39
Punch (Dexterity) 70
Rifle (Dexterity) 41
Shipping (Strength) 32
Swimming (Endurance) 33
Tracked Vehicles (Reflexes) 27 +12 = 39
Writing (German): 66

Climbing (Agility) 27 + 7 = 34
Economics (Logic) 57
German Language (Knowledge) 66
Grappling (Agility) 55
Logistics (Knowledge) 33 + 7 = 40
Lying (Talent) 55
Punch (Dexterity) 69 + 1 = 70
Rifle (Dexterity) 34 + 7 = 41
Shipping (Strength) 25 + 7 = 32
Swimming (Endurance) 28 + 7 = 33
Writing (German): 66
He rolls a 3 for an event, just the
usual grind. Once he gets those skills up to
40 we can add one to those rolls. Rank one
increases his savings by one to 18. Not
exactly getting rich here. The next year,
there’s 48 more points to spend, enough to
add 5 to 8 skills and 8 to one more.

After rolling another 3 on the event
table and this boring fellow moves on with a
total savings of 19.
Year 2
Rank: 1
Savings: 19

Year 1
Rank: 1
Savings: 18
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The next year, looking to get some bonus
points on event rolls , he decides to continue
building up the same skills, putting 11 into
Ballistic Gunnery, Missile Gunnery, Tracked
Vehicles, and 3 into Rifle, just in case.

21 year old human
Rank 2
Cash On Hand 840mu
Mass = 80kg x 50 x 50 / (58 x 57) = 60 kg
Free Load = 2500g

Ballistic Gunnery (Reflexes) 39 + 11 = 50
Climbing (Agility) 34
Economics (Logic) 57
German Language (Knowledge) 66
Grappling (Agility) 55
Logistics (Knowledge) 40
Lying (Talent) 55
Missile Gunnery (Reflexes) 39 +11 = 50
Punch (Dexterity) 70
Rifle (Dexterity) 41 + 3 = 44
Shipping (Strength) 32
Swimming (Endurance) 33
Tracked Vehicles (Reflexes) 39 + 11 = 50
Writing (German): 66

Characteristics:
Agility: 55
Dexterity: 69
Endurance: 57
Knowledge: 66
Logic: 57
Perception: 40
Reflexes:55
Strength: 50
Talent: 55
Willpower: 59
Skills:
Ballistic Gunnery (Reflexes) 50
Climbing (Agility) 34
Economics (Logic) 57
German Language (Knowledge) 66
Grappling (Agility) 55
Logistics (Knowledge) 40
Lying (Talent) 55
Missile Gunnery (Reflexes) 50
Punch (Dexterity) 70
Rifle (Dexterity) 44
Shipping (Strength) 32
Swimming (Endurance) 33
Tracked Vehicles (Reflexes) 50
Writing (German): 66

With a roll of 9 and the three career skills
over 40 giving a + 3 to the event table he
finally gets a promotion.
Year 3
Rank: 2
Savings: 21
We could go on for a while, but he’s 20
already, can drive a tank and fire the guns
and he’s pretty much shown how character
creation works at this point.
There’s just a few details to work out:
Mass = 80kg x 50 x 50 / (58 x 57) =
60 kg
Free Load = 2500g
Monetary Units = 21 Savings x
Technology Level 40 = 840
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Characteristics
Agility
Perception

Dexterity
Reflexes

Endurance
Strength

Knowledge
Talent

Logic
Willpower

Ordinary Adults: d% +30 to rolls under 30, -30 to rolls over 70
Exceptional Adults: d% +30 to rolls under 30
Eugenics: 550 points (40 -100)
Genetic Engineering 650 points (50 -110)
Special Characteristics
Class = d%
Psi = d%
Figured Characteristics
Mass = Racial Base x (Strength2 / (Agility x Endurance))
Free Load = Strength2
Monetary Units = Savings x Technology Level
Training Points = 12 x Age - 12 x Age / Racial Aging Factor
Initial Skill Rating
Exists In Own Culture
Related Skill 25 higher
Unknown
Development Limits
Personal Study
Rating 0 - 80
Rating 81+
Learning Experience
Characteristic
Points Per Year
Age
Maturity
Maturity + Aging Factor
Maturity + 2 x Aging
Maturity + 3 x Aging
Maturity + 4 x Aging
Maturity + 5 x Aging
Maturity + 6 x Aging

Event Roll
Aptitude / 2
+5
0

0 -2
3-5
6
7
8
9
10+

Maximum
Current Skill + 5
Current Skill + 1
Aptitude
Associated Skill

Lose Job, Spend One Year
Unemployed
Just the Usual Grind
Catastrophe
Life Event
Career Event
Career Benefit
Promotion +1 Rank

+1 per qualification for next rank met
-1 negative reputation
+1 positive reputation

Training
36 / year
24 / year
12 / year
0 / year
-12 / year
-24 / year
-36 / year

Rank Qualification:
Occupational Skill Rating 35 + 5 x Rank
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
11

Qualification
40
45
50
55
60

Rank
6
7
8
9
10

Qualification
65
70
75
80
85

Catastrophes
1
Debilitating Illness
2
Terminal illness 1d10 years to live
3
Negligence causes 1d10 deaths
4
Public scandal
5
Declared Dead
6
War Disrupts Career 1d10 years
7
Blinded (-30 Perception)
8
Lose an Arm
9
Lose a Leg (-30 Agility)
10
Public Scandal destroys life

Random Occupations
1
Education
2
Corporate
3
Government
4
Fringe
5
Freelancer
6
Renegade
7
Ground Force
8
Space Force
9
Law Enforcement
10
Criminal

Random Life Events
1
2
Gain a random Connection
3
Lose a random Connection
4
Lose a Family Member
5
Gain a Family Member
6
Gain A Hobby
7
Offend a Family Member
8
Lose Savings
9
Gain Savings
10
Offend a Connection

Random Personality Traits
01-03 Passive
04-06 Calm
07-09 Contented
10-12 Empathic
13-15 Generous
16-18 Honest
19-21 Industrious
22-24 Modest
25-27 Patient
28-30 Sober
31-33 Brave
34-36 Cheerful
37-39 Diplomatic
40-42 Friendly
43-44 Gentle
45-48 Humble
49-50 Loving
51-52 Outgoing
53-54 Physical
55-56 Practical
57-58 Thrifty

Random Relationships
1
Patron
2
Mentor
3
Follower
4
Student
5
Ally
6
Disciple
7
Stalker
8
Rival
9
Nemesis
10
EnemyFamily
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59-60 Aggressive
61-62 Temperamental
63-64 Greedy
65-66 Cruel
67-68 Miserly
69-70 Dishonest
71-72 Lazy
73-74 Sleazy
75-76 Rude
77-78 Rowdy
79-80 Cowardly
81-82 Depressed
83-84 Offensive
85-86 Antagonistic
87-88 Sadistic
89-90 Proud
91-92 Hateful
93-94 Shy
95-96 Cerebral
97-98 Imaginative
99-00 Wasteful

CULTURE
Accounting (Logic)
Business Law (Language)
Cooking (Perception)
Criminal Law (Language)
Diplomacy (Willpower)
History (Knowledge)
Logistics (Knowledge)
Military Discipline (Willpower)
Philosophy (Logic)
Subculture (Knowledge)
Language (Knowledge)
Leadership (Willpower)
Lying (Talent)
Management (Willpower)
Salesmanship (Talent)
Teaching (Willpower)

ARTISTIC
Cinematography (Talent)
Drawing (Perception)
Fashion (Talent)
Painting (Drawing)
Photography (Perception)
Printing (Logic)
Sculpting (Perception)
Writing (Language)
ATHLETIC
Astronaut (Agility)
Catching (Dexterity)
Climbing (Agility)
Diving (Swimming)
Jumping (Strength)
Parachuting (Willpower)
Riding (Reflexes)
Running (Endurance)
Stealth (Agility)
Swimming (Endurance)
Swinging (Agility)
Shipping (Strength)
Throwing (Strength)
Tumbling (Agility)
Weight Lifting (Strength)

DRIVING
Air Cushion Vehicles (Logic)
Flotation Vehicles (Reflexes)
Legged Vehicles (Reflexes)
Powered Armour (Agility)
Tracked Vehicles(Reflexes)
Wheeled Vehicles (Reflexes)
ENVIRONMENT
Survival (Knowledge)
Fishing (Willpower)
Foraging (Knowledge)
Navigation (Logic)
Tracking (Perception)
Trapping (Willpower)

BIOLOGY
Biochemistry (Chemistry)
Botany (Knowledge)
Ecology (Knowledge)
Genetics (Logic)
Race Physiology (Knowledge)
Race Gene Therapy (Genetics)
Race Forensics (Race Physiology)
Race Surgery (Race Physiology)
Race Medicine (Race Physiology)
Zoology (Knowledge)
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MELEE WEAPON
Arm Lock (Grapple)
Choke (Strength)
Grapple (Agility)
Kick (Agility)
Punch (Dexterity)
Sweep (Grapple)
Tackle (Strength)

SMALL ARMS
Energy Pistol (Dexterity)
Energy Rifle (Dexterity)
Pistol (Dexterity)
Rifle (Dexterity)
Support Energy Weapon (Strength)
Support Weapon (Strength)
Weapon Autofire (Weapon)

Axe (Strength)
Blunt (Strength)
Knife (Dexterity)
Spear (Dexterity)
Sword (Dexterity)

SOCIOLOGY
Advertising (Talent)
Anthropology (Psychology)
Archeology (Willpower)
Criminology (Perception)
Economics (Logic)
Embezzlement (Accounting)
Politics (Willpower)
Psychology (Perception)
Strategy (Talent)

PERFORMANCE
Acting (Perception)
Choreography (Dancing)
Compose Music (Logic)
Dancing (Agility)
Oration (Talent)
Pickpocket (Dexterity)
Play Instrument (Perception)
Singing (Perception)
Stage Magic (Dexterity)

TECHNICAL
Architecture (Drafting)
Ballistic Gunnery (Reflexes)
Communicators (Logic)
Computers (Logic)
Computer Programming (Computers)
Construction (Strength)
Demolitions (Dexterity)
Drafting (Dexterity)
Energy Gunnery (Logic)
Forward Observer (Sensors)
Intrusion (Dexterity)
Machinist (Computers)
Missile Gunnery (Reflexes)
Sensors (Computers)
Survey (Mathematics)
System Engineer (Appropriate Physics)
System Technician (Knowledge)

PHYSICS
Astrophysics (Newtonian Physics)
Atomic Physics (Chemistry)
Chemistry (Mathematics)
Geology (Knowledge)
Mathematics (Logic)
Newtonian Physics (Mathematics)
Quantum Physics (Statistics)
Statistics (Mathematics)
PILOTING
Fixed Winged Aircraft (Reflexes)
Anti Gravity Vehicles (Reflexes)
Rotary Winged Aircraft(Reflexes)
Space Craft (Newtonian Physics)
Submersibles (Logic)
VERTOL Vehicles(Reflexes)
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Generic Alien Species
Animal people are the elves and dwarves of science fiction. They provide easily
recognizable concepts that are easily understood without reading volumes of background
information. They are particularly appropriate to science fiction as modern fable. The races
presented here are deliberately generic, they are mainly assumed to hail from Earth-like worlds
and may well be genetically engineered from terrestrial stock. The reason for this is simply that
this core book is generic and more unusual species are generally specific to a given setting and its
assumptions. If characters are being randomly generated the +30 to rolls under 30 rule can be
applied after the race’s modifiers as long as the -30 to rolls over 70 rule is also applied. Races
with shorter gestation periods may have a reduced list of cultural Fundamental Skills or an
equivalent number of skills that start at zero instead of half their aptitude.

Humans
Native To:
Sol GV-3 Terra
1G
Breathable Atmosphere
Plentiful Water
Kingdom: Animalia
Phylum: Chordata
Class: Vertebrata
Order: Mammalia
Family: Primates
Genus: Hominidae
Species: Sapiens

Traits:
Building
Cultivation
Hands
Characteristics:
Agility: +/- 0
Dexterity: +/- 0
Endurance: +/- 0
Knowledge: +/- 0
Logic: +/- 0
Perception: +/- 0
Reflexes: +/- 0
Strength: +/- 0
Talent: +/- 0
Willpower: +/- 0

Size: 0
Average Mass: 80kg
Structure: Bilateral Endoskeleton
Features: Head, 2 Arms, 2 Legs
Dietary Strategy:
Hunter / Gatherer
Reproductive Strategy:
2 Genders
Live Bearing
Gestation Time: 9 months
Maturation Time: 18 years
Aging Rate: 18 years
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Bears
Like their namesake these are broad of shoulder and barrel chested, short legged, long
armed, and have long claws and a muzzle full of sharp teeth. Being a less social race, they are
often less advanced than humanity. They are always hungry and often cantankerous but are also
generous and fiercely loyal to their few friends.

Traits:
Awareness
Debating
Hands
Claws
Fur
Sharp Teeth
Characteristics:
Agility: -10
Dexterity: -10
Endurance: 0
Knowledge: -10
Logic: 0
Perception: +20
Reflexes: -10
Strength: +40
Talent: -20
Willpower: +10
Base Mass: 120 kg
Structure: Bilateral Endoskeleton
Features: Head, 2 Arms, 2 Legs
Dietary Strategy: Hunter
Reproductive Strategy: Live Bearing
Sexes: 2
Litter Size: Small
Social Structure: Solitary
Gestation Time: 13 Months
Maturation Time: 18 years
Aging Rate: 18 years
Move: run 120 m
Sight: 40 m
Hearing: 20 m
Smell: 10 m
Size: +4
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Bugs
While they resemble oversized insects, these six limbed humanoids actually have an
internal skeleton to support the weight of their muscles and the thick plates that coat their
surface. They are often a long dead race who’s eggs are just waiting to hatch when un-expecting
explorers wander into their ancient underground lairs.
Traits:
Awareness
Building
Husbandry
Carapace
Sharp Bite
Wings (Male Only)

Base Mass: 80 kg
Structure: Bilateral Exoskeleton
Features: Head, 2 Arms, 4 Legs
Dietary Strategy: Hunter
Reproductive Strategy: Egg Laying
Sexes: 3 (Drone, Female +2 Size, Male
(Wings)
Litter Size Medium (2 - 4)
Social Structure: Large Groups
Gestation Time: 7.5 months
Maturation Time: 12 years
Aging Rate: 17 years
Move: run 120 m
Sight: 40 m
Hearing: 20 m
Smell: 10 m
Size: 0

Characteristics:
Agility: -5
Dexterity: -20
Endurance: 0
Knowledge: 0
Logic: +10
Perception: +10
Reflexes: +5
Strength: 0
Talent: 0
Willpower: 0
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Tigers
Thoughtful and intelligent, these vicious predators have trouble working with other
species as they cannot help but view anyone smaller than themselves as potential prey. Being ill
suited to forming large societies, If they reach the stars it is generally because some other race
made the mistake on landing on their world, only to be enslaved or eaten.
Traits:
Base Mass: 100 kg
Structure: Bilateral, Head, 2 Arms, 2 Legs,
Tail
Dietary Strategy: Pouncer
Reproductive Strategy: Live Bearing
Sexes: 2
Litter Size: Small ( 1-2)
Social Structure: Solitary
Gestation Time: 17 months
Maturation Time: 17 years
Aging Rate: 17 years
Move: run 120 m
Sight: 40 m
Hearing: 20 m
Smell: 10 m
Size: 33

Counterbalance Tail
Awareness
Claws
Fur
Hands
Leaping Legs
Sharp Teeth
Planning
Characteristics:
Agility: +15
Dexterity: -10
Endurance: 0
Knowledge: -10
Logic: +10
Perception: +10
Reflexes: 0
Strength: +30
Talent: -20
Willpower: +10
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Wolves
Cursorial predators are often able to develop the kind of advanced society that can reach
the stars due to their capacity for team work and submission to authority. Even so, they tend
towards xenophobic societies that see might as right.
Traits:
Acute Smell
Awareness
Hands
Husbandry
Sharp Teeth
Characteristics:
Agility: 0
Dexterity: 0
Endurance: 0
Knowledge: -10
Logic: 0
Perception: +10
Reflexes: +10
Strength: 0
Talent: -15
Willpower: 0

Base Mass: 80 kg
Structure: Bilateral Endoskeleton
Features: Head, 2 Arms, 2 Legs, Tail
Dietary Strategy: Chaser
Reproductive Strategy: Live Bearing
Sexes: 2
Litter Size: Medium (1-2)
Social Structure: Small Groups
Gestation Time: 15 months
Maturation Time: 15 years
Aging Rate: 17 years
Move: run 120 m
Sight: 40 m
Hearing: 20 m
Smell: 20 m
Size: 0
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Stranded

Imprisoned

With limited fuel and life support
supplies one of the great risks of explorers is
being left behind. A Stranded character
spends 1d10 years surviving in the harshest
of environments before they are rescued.

A criminal or military occupation
can land one in jail for an extended period of
time. While in prison one’s opportunities
for self improvement are severely limited.
Requirements: Imprisoned Event
Benefit: Paroled unless previously paroled
Event: Gain A Criminal Connection
Annual Savings:
Current Savings x (90 + 2d10) /100
Learning Opportunities: Body Building,
Cooking, History, Language, Psychology,
Streetwise, Writing
Future Limitations: Cannot enter
corporate, government, or military careers
due to criminal record.

Entry Requirements: Colonist or Scout
Benefit: Location of Raw Resource
Event: picked up by pirates and change
career to pirate or aliens and gain alien
contact
Annual Savings:
Current Savings x (90 + 2d10)/100
Occupational Skills: Botany, Ecology,
Foraging, Life Support Technician, Survival,
Zoology
Gear: Homemade bow or spear, Respirator,
Tamed Alien Predator
Future Opportunities: Administrator
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Education
Modern Universities, colleges, and technical skills are like factories, producing large
numbers of skilled workers in a wide variety of fields. Certification, allowing entry into future
careers requires a specific set of skill ratings be acquired within the permitted time frame.

Consequences
If the character doesn’t meet the skill requirements in the allotted time, they fail the
course. If they are paying for the education they can simply pay for another year and carry on
trying to qualify. If the course is being paid for by the military or a corporation they must return
to their previous Occupational and can’t qualify for further paid education.
College
Colleges provide vocational training
and educational upgrading to students in
their area. Generally a college will have
programs that relate directly to local
industrial and corporate requirements as well
as a broad range of entertainment and health
related programs.

Reserve Officer’s Training Corps
The ROTC is a military program that
is available to students of Colleges,
Technical Schools, and Universities. The
student trains as an officer in the reserves in
exchange for school credits and financial
compensation. Skill points spent in the
ROTC count as a school courses, so the
character can qualify for their degree in the
normal amount of time.

Entry Requirements: Logic and
Knowledge 45+
Certification Requirements: 3 studied
Skills 50+
Benefit: Personal Vehicle or +10 Savings
Event: Scholarship +5 Savings
Annual Cost: 10
Learning Experiences: ATHLETIC,
CULTURE, DRIVING, TECHNICAL
Gear: Personal Computer
Future Opportunities:

Certification Requirements:
Occupational Skills 40+
Annual Savings: 1
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Logistics,
Military Discipline, Rifle, MELEE
WEAPON, Wheeled Vehicle

Business School

Entry Requirements: Career Event
Certification Requirements:
Learning Experience Skills 45+
Benefit: Honours return with +1 Rank
Event: Expelled in Disgrace lose job
Learning Experiences:
Business Law, Logistics,
Management, Accounting
Gear: Business Suit
Future Opportunities: Return to Job

Most colleges work with local
industries to provide skilled workers.
Business programs train workers to
management positions and are a specific
program.
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Trade School

Space Force Academy

Technical schools are more
specialized than colleges and tend to offer a
higher degree of qualification in a limited
area of study.

Space travel is expensive and the
space force recruits only the top candidates
for officer training.
Entry Requirements: Agility, Endurance,
Knowledge, Logic 60+
Certification Requirements: Occupational
Skills 45+
Benefit: instructor contact
Event: make a name for yourself
Cost: two year tour of duty
Occupational Skills: Astronaut,
Leadership, Military Discipline, Missile
Gunnery, Newtonian Physics, Sensors
Gear: Dress Uniform
Future Opportunities: Space Force Officer

Entry Requirements:
Logic and Knowledge 50+
Certification Requirement:
2 studied Skills 50+
Benefit: Scholarship
Event: Personal Vehicle
Annual Cost: 10
Learning Experiences: Accounting,
DRIVING, Management, TECHNICAL
Gear: Tablet, Topical Database
Future Opportunities: Construction,
Management, Raw Resources

University
Ground Force Academy

Universities are centers of learning
for the sake of learning. While colleges
focus on practical, job related skills,
universities focus on science, the arts and
humanities, and as such, the qualifications
gained are far more prestigious.

Military academies train officers to
serve in the various branches of the military.
While the education gained is inexpensive,
the students must serve in the military for
three years after completing the Academy.
On the up side, they don’t need to go
through basic training as the Academy
already includes it.

Entry Requirements: Knowledge 60+,
Logic 60+
Certification Requirements:
Bachelors Degree: 4 studied Skills 50+
Masters Degree: 2 studied Skills 60+
Doctorate Degree: 2 studied Skills 70+
Benefit: Personal Vehicle or +10 Savings
Event: Scholarship +10 Savings
Annual Cost: 20
Learning Experiences: ARTISTIC,
ATHLETIC, BIOLOGY, CULTURE,
PERFORMANCE, PHYSICS,
SOCIOLOGY
Gear: Personal Computer, Topical Database
Future Opportunities: Law School, Med
School

Entry Requirements: Agility, Endurance,
Strength, Knowledge 50+
Certification Requirements:
Occupational Skills 45+
Benefit: instructor contact
Event: make a name for yourself
Cost: 2 year tour of duty
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Military
Discipline, Pistol, Rifle, Wheeled Vehicle
Gear: Dress Uniform
Future Opportunities: Ground Force
Officer
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Flight School

Space School

The Aerospace Force and the Deep
Space Force maintain joint flight schools
where they train their pilots. These schools
have stringent requirements and can only be
entered after completing military academy or
basic training in the respective force. Flight
school is free for qualified military officers.

Working of world is lucrative but
hazardous. Specialized training is needed to
function in potentially deadly conditions.
Schools that train spacers are expensive and
tough but they turn out quality graduates.
Entry Requirements: Endurance 50+
Certification Requirements: 2 studied
skills 60+
Benefit: Scholarship +10 Savings
Event: Injured
Annual Cost: 30
Learning Opportunities: Astronaut, Life
Support Technician, Sensors, Pilot Space
Craft, Newtonian Physics, Astro Physics
Gear: Space Suit
Future Opportunities: Scout, Merchant

Entry Requirements: Perception and
Reflexes 55+
Certification Requirements:
2 studied skills 60+
Benefit: Promotion
Event: Crash and burn: Wounded
Cost: 2 year tour of duty
Learning Experiences: Ballistic Gunnery,
Missile Gunnery, PILOTING, Sensors
Gear: Flight Suit
Future Opportunities: Pilot
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Fringe
There will always be those who cannot or will not function in mainstream society. These
fringe elements include the questionable to the outright criminal.

Bounty Hunter

Enforcer

Collecting rewards offered on
criminals and escaped prisoners is often
handled by small firms and independent
freelancers who skirt the bounds of the law
as often as not.

Criminal gangs rely on tough and
violent people to intimidate and harass their
clients and opponents. Enforcers are the
elite thugs of the organized crime scene.
Entry Requirements:
Strength 65+, Streetwise 50+
Benefit: gain a reputation for brutality
Event: murder an informant +1d10 Savings
and negative reputation with cops or run and
gain a criminal enemy and a negative
reputation with criminals
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Grapple, Kick, Knife,
Punch, Pistol, Tackle, Streetwise
Gear: Business Suit, Pistol, Knife
Future Opportunities: Mobster

Entry Requirements: Streetwise 50+,
Criminal Law 40+, Grapple 40+
Benefit: State Sanction and positive
reputation with law enforcement and
prosecution
Event: Paid Off +1d10 Savings or gain
Criminal Enemy
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Streetwise, Blunt
Weapons, Criminal Subculture, Drive
Wheeled Vehicles, Grapple, Pistol, Tackle
Gear: Pistol, Tactical Vest, Combat Boots,
Restraints
Future Opportunities: Enforcer, Freelance
Detective

Hoodlum
Petty thugs are a dime a dozen
whether they are connected to a specific
gang or no work alone.
Entry Requirements: Strength 50+
Benefit: gain a mobster contact
Event: wanted for assault or Imprisoned
1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Criminal Subculture,
Grapple, Kick, Knife, Punch, Streetwise
Future Opportunities: Mobster, Enforcer,
Outcast, Scavenger
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Mobster

Private Detective

The foot soldiers of criminal gangs
collect protection money and deliver
contraband to dealers.

There are cases law enforcement
won’t even look at, jobs they won’t take. A
consulting detective works for hire, finding
evidence and building cases for personal and
questionable matters.

Entry Requirements: Street Wise 60+
Benefit: Packing Heat (Pistol)
Event: caught in the act, 1d10 years prison
or cut a deal 1 year in prison and 1d10
criminal enemies and a negative reputation
with criminals and society in general
Annual Savings: 2 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Criminal Subculture,
Grapple, Knife, Lying, Punch, Salesmanship
Gear: Business Attire, Pistol
Future Opportunities: Enforcer,
Management

Entry Requirements: Criminology 50+
Benefit: Personal Vehicle
Event: big case +1d10 Savings or gain a
family member
Annual Savings: Rank + 1d10 - 6
Occupational Skills: Criminology,
Criminal Law, Grapple, Photography, Pistol,
Punch, Stealth, Tackle
Gear: Trench Coat, Pistol
Future Opportunities: Bounty Hunter,
Writer

Outlander
On the fringes of civilization there
live a class of outsiders who manage to
survive by combining old and new skills.

Scavenger
Life on the streets is tough but in
many societies it is a way of life for those
discarded by capitalism’s eternal drive for
profits.

Entry Requirements:
Survival and Foraging 50+
Benefit: Personal Vehicle or Mount
Event: Drawn into conflict become a rebel
or move on and gain a negative reputation
with the rebels
Annual Savings: + 1d10 - 5
Occupational Skills: Wheeled Vehicle,
Ecology, Foraging, Navigation, Riding,
Stealth, Survival, Trapping, Tracking
Gear: Durable Clothing, Backpack, Hat
Future Opportunities: Outcast, Raider,
Rebel

Entry Requirements: none
Benefit: given a hand up, find work in food
or construction industry.
Event: witness a major crime take 1d10
Savings hush money or go to the cops and
gain a criminal enemy.
Annual Savings: Current Savings - 1d10
Occupational Skills: Knife, Grapple, Pick
Pockets, Play Musical Instrument,
Sing, Stealth, Fringe Subculture
Gear: Improvised Knife, Dufflebag
Future Opportunities: Enforcer, Thief,
Entertainer
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Smuggler

Thief

The profit margin on illegal
contraband is often lucrative enough to draw
in traders and travellers looking for a little
more

When one can’t achieve ones desires
by honest means, it is not uncommon for the
disenfranchised to turn to theft.
Entry Requirements: none
Benefit: Big Score +10 Savings
Event: Imprisoned d10 years or wanted for
murder
Annual Savings: 1d10 - 5
Occupational Skills: Climbing, Intrusion,
Lying, Security System Technician, Stealth
Gear: Dark Clothes, Duffle Bag, Rope,
Intrusion Tools
Future Opportunities: Scavenger,
Hoodlum

Entry Requirements: Streetwise 50+
Benefit: Personal Vehicle with hidden
compartments
Event: Imprisoned d10 years or squeal and
gain a bad reputation with criminals
Annual Savings: 1d10 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Criminal Subculture,
Drive Floatation Vehicles, Drive Wheeled
Vehicles, Language, Lying, Salesmanship,
Shipping, Streetwise
Gear: Travel Case with hidden
compartment
Future Opportunities: Merchant, Mobster
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Government
Administering resources, setting policies, making laws, and enforcing them are handled
in many different ways but public service is alway hierarchical and complex. Government jobs
tend to be stable but somewhat lower paying than corporate professions.
Law, Wheeled Vehicle, Grapple, Pistol,
Punch, Rifle, Tackle
Gear: Soft Armour Vest, Pistol
Future Opportunities: Agent, Detective

Agent
Information is the ultimate currency
in any advanced society. Secrets, military,
technological, corporate, and criminal are
valuable to governments and all
governments tread the edge of their ethics in
the obtaining of intelligence. Field Agents
specialize in compromising individuals with
access to classified data but also undertake
the occasional daring infiltration or raid.

Detective
Removed from the enforcement of
traffic violations and keeping the peace,
detectives investigate serious crimes.
Entry Requirements: Law Enforcement
Rank 2
Benefit: Criminal or Legal Connection
Event: connection to infamous case makes
you famous
Annual Savings: 2 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Accounting,
Computer Programming, Criminology,
Psychology,
Race Forensics, Race Physiology,
Sensors, Streetwise
Gear: Criminal Database
Future Opportunities: Private Detective,
Administrator

Entry Requirements: Constable or
Corporate Management Rank 3+
Benefit: Classified Dossier
Event: exposed and Imprisoned or become a
double agent and get executed next time
Annual Savings: 2 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Intrusion, Language,
Lying, Sensors, Stealth, Pistol
Gear: Business Suit, Shielded Attache Case
Future Opportunities: Administrator

Law Enforcement
As long as humans have the capacity
for error and selfishness there will be a need
for laws and those who enforce them.
Entry Requirements: Criminal Law, Pistol,
Wheeled Vehicle 50+
Benefit: Personal Vehicle
Event: corruption in the force, turn them in
and gain a bad reputation in law
enforcement and a good reputation with
society in general or join them (+10 Savings
per year)
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Arm Lock, Criminal
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Explorer
The department in charge of colonization and survey directives oversees the detailed
surveying, exploration, and settlement of worlds. Due to the risk of hostile first contact
situations, much of the first survey is done by Space Force vessels with liaison officers from the
colonization and survey department. The upper ranks of Explorers man the survey and colony
ships.

Colonist

Scout

There are new worlds of opportunity
beyond the solar system waiting for bold
young men and women to tame them. At
least that’s what the colonial recruiting
posters said. Learning to adapt and survive
in new environments is hard work coupled
with a constant demand to reproduce and
grow the colony.

Exploring space may seem
glamourous but it involves long periods of
travel, isolation, and boredom.
Entry Requirements: Space School
Benefit: Colonial Bonds +1d10 Savings
Event: Stranded 1d10 years
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Astronaut, Airframe
Technician, Fixed Wing Aircraft, Life
Support Technician, Power Plant
Technician, Sensors, Survey, Rocket
Technician, Thruster Technician
Gear: Space Suit, Hand Sensor, Personal
Navigation Node
Future Opportunities: Command,
Outlander

Entry Requirements: Endurance 50+
Benefit: Specialist Training 2 free years of
college
Event: Stranded
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Botany, Navigation,
Survival, Tracked Vehicles, Wheeled
Vehicles, Zoology
Gear: Coveralls, Environment Suit
Future Opportunities: Management
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Ground Forces
While space forces can interdict and bombard worlds, controlling the situation on the
ground still requires infantry. Ground forces include air and water borne divisions but the
primary mandate is still boots on the ground.
The ranks listed here are from modern
military organizations and may not apply to
all settings or even modern countries.

Military Occupational Specialties
Gunner (Enlisted): Ballistic Gunnery,
Ballistic Weapon Technician, Energy
Gunnery, Energy Weapon Technician,
Missile Gunnery, Rocket or Thruster
Technician

Ground Force Ranks
Enlisted
1 - 2 Private
3 - 4 Corporal
5 - 8 Sergeant
9+
Master Sergeant

Gunnery Officer: Computers, Sensors,
Ballistic Gunnery, Energy Gunnery, Missile
Gunnery

Officer
1 - 2 Second Lieutenant
3 - 4 First Lieutenant
5 - 6 Captain
7 - 8 Colonel
9 - 10 General
11+ Major General

Engineer: Construction, Demolitions,
Drafting, Machinist, Survey, Fortification
Engineer
Technician (Enlisted): Computer
Technician, Life Support Technician,
Wheeled Suspension Technician, Power
Plant Technician
Supply (Enlisted): Logistics, Machinist,
Shipping, Wheeled Vehicles
Supply Officer: Accounting, Logistics,
Management, Statistics, Wheeled Vehicle
Medic (Enlisted): Race Physiology, Race
Medicine
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Officer
Entry Requirements: Ground Force
Academy or OTC
Benefit: Sent to Flight School
Event: Lose a battle and save lives gaining a
positive reputation with enlisted personal or
win, losing men and gaining a positive
reputation with officers and a negative
reputation with enlisted personal.
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Logistics,
Military Discipline, Pistol, Rifle, MELEE
WEAPON, Strategy Wheeled Vehicle,
Occupational Specialty
Gear: Field Uniform, Dress Uniform, Pistol,
Bed Roll, Back Pack

Infantry
Men of war on foot harken back to
the root of the ground forces. In peacetime
practice these are generally the support staff
for the other branches, providing security,
cooking, technical expertise, and supply
occupations. In times of all out war, they are
often the raw recruits, just out of basic
training being fed into the front lines. The
first year in the ground forces is always
spent in the infantry to represent common
basic training standards.
Enlisted
Entry Requirements: Agility 50+,
Endurance 50+, Strength 50+
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Wounded or imprisoned for
insubordination 1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Climbing, Grappling,
Military Discipline, Occupational Specialty
Skill, Punch, Rifle, Swimming.
Gear: Uniform, Rifle, Appropriate Tool Kit,
Web Gear, Back Pack, Bed Roll
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Air Force

Paratroopers

Air power plays a major role in
advanced warfare. The Air branch of
planetary forces provides aerial transport,
attack, and defence to the other branches.

Airforce special forces are trained in
rapid aerial deployment, which means
jumping out of moving aircraft above enemy
controlled territory.

Air Force Enlisted

Paratrooper
Entry Requirements: one year enlisted in
infantry
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Wounded or imprisoned for
insubordination 1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Climbing, Grappling,
Occupational Specialty Skill, Punch, Rifle,
Knife, Parachuting, Stealth, Swimming,
Military Discipline
Gear: Uniform, Rifle, Appropriate Tool Kit,
Web Gear, Back Pack, Bed Roll

Entry Requirements: one year enlisted in
infantry
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Wounded or imprisoned for
insubordination 1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Occupational
Specialty Skill, Airframe Technician, Jet
Technician, Shipping, Military Discipline,
Sensors
Gear: Uniform, Rifle, Appropriate Tool Kit,
Web Gear, Back Pack, Bed Roll

Paratroop Officer
Entry Requirements: one year infantry
officer
Benefit: Sent to Flight School
Event: Lose a battle and save lives gaining a
positive reputation with enlisted personal or
win, losing men and gaining a positive
reputation with officers and a negative
reputation with enlisted personal.
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Logistics,
Strategy, Pistol, Rifle, , Forward Observer,
MELEE WEAPON, Wheeled Vehicle,
Occupational Specialty, Knife, Parachuting,
Stealth, Swimming, Military Discipline
Gear: Field Uniform, Dress Uniform, Pistol,
Bed Roll, Back Pack

Air Force Officer
Entry Requirements: one year infantry
officer
Benefit: Sent to Flight School
Event: Lose a battle and save lives gaining a
positive reputation with enlisted personal or
win, losing men and gaining a positive
reputation with officers and a negative
reputation with enlisted personal.
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Logistics,
Strategy MELEE WEAPON, Occupational
Specialty, Fixed Wing Aircraft, Rotary
Winged Aircraft, Military Discipline,
Sensors
Gear: Field Uniform, Dress Uniform, Pistol,
Bed Roll, Back Pack
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Cavalry

Rangers

Mechanized warfare is still viable if
properly supported from the air. Ground
vehicles may be slow but they can carry
heavier weapons and more armour than
aircraft. Legged Vehicles skill may be
available in some settings but is often
restricted to officers much like piloting is in
the air force.

The ground force specialists are
trained in stealth and survival for counter
insurgencies and surgical strikes.
Ranger
Entry Requirements: one year enlisted in
Infantry
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Wounded or imprisoned for
insubordination 1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Climbing, Grappling,
Occupational Specialty Skill, Punch, Rifle,
Swimming Choke, Knife, Navigation,
Survival, Stealth, Military Discipline
Gear: Uniform, Rifle, Appropriate Tool Kit,
Web Gear, Back Pack, Bed Roll

Cavalry Crew
Entry Requirements: one year enlisted in
infantry
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Wounded or imprisoned for
insubordination 1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Occupational
Specialty Skill, Tracked Vehicles, Ballistic
Gunnery, Missile Gunnery, Military
Discipline
Gear: Uniform, Rifle, Appropriate Tool Kit,
Web Gear, Back Pack, Bed Roll

Ranger Officer
Entry Requirements: one year infantry
officer
Benefit: Sent to Flight School
Event: Lose a battle and save lives gaining a
positive reputation with enlisted personal or
win, losing men and gaining a positive
reputation with officers and a negative
reputation with enlisted personal.
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Pistol,
Rifle, MELEE WEAPON, Wheeled Vehicle,
Occupational Specialty, Choke, Forward
Observer, Knife, Navigation, Survival,
Stealth, Military Discipline
Gear: Field Uniform, Dress Uniform, Pistol,
Bed Roll, Back Pack

Cavalry Officer
Entry Requirements: one year infantry
officer
Benefit: Sent to Flight School
Event: Lose a battle and save lives gaining a
positive reputation with enlisted personal or
win, losing men and gaining a positive
reputation with officers and a negative
reputation with enlisted personal.
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Logistics,
Strategy, Wheeled Vehicle, Occupational
Specialty, Tracked Vehicles, Ballistic
Gunnery, Projectile Gunnery, Military
Discipline
Gear: Field Uniform, Dress Uniform, Pistol,
Bed Roll, Back Pack
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Navy

Divers

Oceans will always provide an
economical form of transportation and
navies will still enact policy on the open
seas. Hover vehicles may be under the
jurisdiction of the Navy or the Cavalry
depending on the military doctrines used and
the skill may be available to both or neither.

Naval special forces are trained in
underwater diving and stealth for attacks on
coastal installations.
Enlisted
Entry Requirements: Agility 50+,
Endurance 50+, Strength 50+
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Wounded or imprisoned for
insubordination 1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Climbing, Grappling,
Occupational Specialty Skill, Punch, Rifle,
Swimming, Choke, Diving, Knife, Stealth,
Military Discipline
Gear: Uniform, Rifle, Appropriate Tool Kit,
Web Gear, Back Pack, Bed Roll

Seaman
Entry Requirements: one year enlisted in
infantry
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Wounded or imprisoned for
insubordination 1d10 years
Annual Savings: Rank
Occupational Skills: Climbing, Grappling,
Occupational Specialty Skill, Punch, Rifle,
Shipping, Cannon Gunnery, Missile
Gunnery, Swimming, Military Discipline
Gear: Uniform, Rifle, Appropriate Tool Kit,
Web Gear, Back Pack, Bed Roll

Officer
Entry Requirements: Ground Force
Academy or OTC
Benefit: Sent to Flight School
Event: Lose a battle and save lives gaining a
positive reputation with enlisted personal or
win, losing men and gaining a positive
reputation with officers and a negative
reputation with enlisted personal.
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Logistics,
Strategy, Pistol, Rifle, MELEE WEAPON,
Wheeled Vehicle, Occupational Specialty,
Choke, Diving, Knife, Stealth, Military
Discipline

Naval Officer
Entry Requirements: one year infantry
officer
Benefit: Sent to Flight School
Event: Lose a battle and save lives gaining a
positive reputation with enlisted personal or
win, losing men and gaining a positive
reputation with officers and a negative
reputation with enlisted personal.
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Leadership, Logistics,
Strategy, MELEE WEAPON, Navigation,
Floatation Vehicles, Submersible Vehicles,
Occupational Specialty, Military Discipline
Gear: Field Uniform, Dress Uniform, Pistol,
Bed Roll, Back Pack
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SPACE FORCE

Officer

The universe is enormous and the
projection of power falls to the fleets of the
space force.

Entry Requirements: Space Force
Academy or Officer Training Corps
Benefit: Prize Voucher
Event: Stranded 1d10 years or Woundeed
Annual Savings: 2 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Astronaut,
Leadership, , Military Discipline Strategy,

Enlisted
Entry Requirements: Agility 55+,
Dexterity 55+, Knowledge 55+
Benefit: Commendation or Officer Training
Corps if already commended
Event: Stranded 1d10 years or Wounded
Annual Savings: 1 + Rank
Occupational Skills: Astronaut, Military
Discipline, Occupational Specialties:

Occupational Specialties:
Gunnery Officer: Computers, Sensors,
Ballistic Gunnery, Energy Gunnery,
Missile Gunnery

Gunner (Enlisted): Ballistic Gunnery,
Ballistic Weapon Technician, Energy
Gunnery, Energy Weapon Technician,
Missile Gunnery, Rocket or Thruster
Technician

Engineer (Officer): Computer Technician
and Engineer, Life Support Technician
and Engineer, Rocket or Thruster
Technician and Engineer, Reactor
Technician and Engineer, Sensor
Technician and Engineer, FTL Drive
Technician and Engineer

Medic (Enlisted): Race Physiology, Race
Medicine

Doctor (Officer): Biochemistry, Race
Medicine, Race Physiology, Race Surgery

Invader (Enlisted): Demolitions, Grapple,
Kick, Pistol, Punch, Rifle, Parachuting

Supply Officer: Accounting, Logistics,
Management, Statistics

Technician (Enlisted): Computer
Technician, Life Support Technician, Rocket
or Thruster Technician, Reactor Technician,
Sensor Technician, FTL Drive Technician

Pilot (Officer): Anti-Gravity Pilot, Fixed
Wing Aircraft Pilot, Newtonian Physics,
Sensors, Space Craft Pilot

Occupational Specialties

Gear: Space Suit, Dress Uniform,
Communicator, Pistol

Supply (Enlisted): Logistics, Machinist,
Shipping
Gear: Space Suit, Pistol, Tool Kit,
Communicator
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Renegades
Beyond the fringes of civilization, there are those for whom open violence and warfare
become a way of life. Such, are seldom welcome or trusted in society due to their volatile nature.

Knight

Mercenary

Those wealthy enough to supply and
maintain their own gear are more than
common mercenaries, there is a code of
conduct and a certain elan that lead to fame
and fortune.

A soldier for hire is generally part of
a company lead by a captain though due to
defeat or an end to hostilities they are often
at loose ends and looking for work.
Entry Requirements: Climbing, Military
Discipline, Rifle, Swimming 50+
Benefit: Hard Armour or Support Weapon
Event: Wounded or Captured and spend
1d10 years in prison
Annual Savings: 1d10 + Rank - 5
Occupational Skills: Climbing, Drive
Wheeled Vehicle, Pistol, Rifle, RifleAutofire, Support Weapon, Support Weapon
-Autofire, Swimming
Gear: Soft Armour, Assault Rifle, Grenade,
Combat Boots, Fatigues
Future Opportunities:
Outlander, Renegade

Entry Requirements: Savings 100,
MELEE WEAPON 60+
Benefit: Armoured Transport or Mecha
Event: Wounded or captured and spend
1d10 years in prison
Annual Savings: 1d10 + Rank - 4
Occupational Skills: Advertising, Legged
Vehicles, Management, Sensors,
Salesmanship, Support Weapon, Sword
Gear: Powered Armour, Support Laser or
Heavy Machine Gun
Future Opportunities: Actor

Outcast
Entry Requirements:
Survival, Tracking 40+
Benefit: permanent shelter or
animal companion
Event: Civilization Encroaches
Annual Savings: 1d10 - 6
Occupational Skills: Axe, Climbing,
Fishing, Foraging, Knife, Navigation,
Survival,
Tracking, Trapping, Stealth,
Swimming
Gear: Backpack, Durable Clothing, Knife
Future Opportunities: Raider, Rebel

There are those who prefer to live
beyond civilization. Backwoodsmen,
trackers, radicals, and subversives who
either cannot or will not live among their
fellow men.
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Pirate

Rebel

Space travel is expensive. Even air
is valuable in space. Most pirates start out
as mutineers or hijackers but established
bases and even government sponsors
become necessary for extended terms of
piracy.

Generally lacking proper military
training, insurgents fight against
governments and corporations on a tight
budget. Living as common people, meeting
in secret with cells of like minded violent
dissidents, striking key targets and fading
away.

Entry Requirements: Astronaut, Any
Technician 40+
Benefit: Armoured Spacesuit or Lander
Event: Captured (1d10 years) or Stranded
(1d10 years)
Annual Savings: 1d10 + Rank - 5
Occupational Skills: Astronaut, Energy
Pistol, Life Support Technician, Pirate
Subculture, Sword
Gear: Space Suit, Sword, Laser Pistol
Future Opportunities: Raider, Outcast

Entry Requirements: Politics, Stealth 40+
Benefit: win the war and become Ground
Forces for the new government
Event: Captured (1d10 years in Prison) or
the war ends and granted asylum
Annual Income: 1d10 + Rank - 6
Occupational Skills: Chemistry,
Demolitions, Lying, Pistol, Politics, Rifle,
Stealth
Gear: Improvised Explosive Device, Pistol
Future Opportunities: Outlander, Outcast

Raider
The wastelands of backwater worlds
provide a place for extreme cultures that
have trouble assimilating into the
mainstream. Many of these groups find
themselves at odds with outsiders or even
local governments. They strike hard and
fade away into the wilderness.
Entry Requirements: Riding or DRIVING,
Rifle 40+
Benefit: Assault Rifle or Soft Armour
Event: Captured (1d10 years) or Wounded
Annual Income: 1d10 + Rank - 6
Occupational Skills: DRIVING, Knife,
Navigation, Power Plant Technician, Rifle
Stealth, Survival, Suspension
Technician
Gear: Riding Beast or Personal Vehicle,
Climate Appropriate clothing, Rifle
Future Opportunities: Outlander, Pirate
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ARTISTIC
These skills allow a character to
produce aesthetically pleasing, lasting works
of art.

ATHLETIC
These skills represent training in a
variety of physical feats.
Astronaut (Agility)
The character is skilled in
manoeuvring in free fall and using extravehicular-activity apparatus such as space
suits and thruster units.

Cinematography (Perception)
The character is skilled in the filming
of events while getting the best lighting and
angles.
Drawing (Perception)
The character can produce
recognizable monochromatic illustrations in
pencil, ink, and charcoal.

Catching (Dexterity)
The character has developed their
ability to seize thrown objects out of the air.
Generally this is done with balls for sports
but some entertainers catch hatchets or
chainsaws.

Painting (Drawing)
The character can produce detailed
colour work in water colours, oils, and
pastels.

Climbing (Agility)
The character can scaling steep
heights and knows how to use ropes, pitons,
and climbing harnesses to do so.

Photography (Perception)
The character can take photographs
that make good use of available lighting and
camera angles.

Diving (Swimming)
The character is trained in the use of
SCUBA equipment, wet and dry suits.

Printing (Logic)
The character can reproduce images
using etchings, screen printing, and
lithography.

Jumping (Strength)
The character has trained to increase
the height and distance they can jump and is
also familiar with pole vaulting techniques.

Sculpting (Perception)
The character can create
recognizable three dimensional works in
clay, marble, and more exotic materials.

Parachuting (Willpower)
The character has trained in jumping
out of aircraft with a parachute and landing
in one piece.

Writing (Language)
The character can structure ideas in
written form making them clear and
entertaining.

Riding (Reflexes)
The character has learned to ride
domestic animals usually with horses but in
a science fiction universe the variety of
mounts can be staggering.
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Running (Endurance)
The character has developed a
peculiar addiction to bone jarring impacts,
shortness of breath, and
the smell of sweat. As with most addictions,
the character builds up resistance over time
and requires greater doses to get their fix.

Weight Lifting (Strength)
The character has become adept in
using weights to tear down their muscles and
an esoteric dietary regime to build them
back up so they can tear them down again.
It's more habit forming than you might
expect.

Stealth (Agility)
The character has learned to hide and
otherwise make themselves inconspicuous,
usually by not dressing like a bat.

BIOLOGY
These skills represent the study of
nature, medicine, and life in general.
Biochemistry (Chemistry)
The character has studied the
complex chemical reactions that occur in
living beings. A high Biochemistry rating is
required to practice as a pharmacist or
physician.

Swimming (Strength)
The character is a skilled swimmer
and able to safely manoeuvre in deep water
for extended periods.
Swinging (Agility)
The character has trained with
trapezes, ropes, and uneven bars and is able
to leap from one to the other and perform
feats of aerial acrobatics.

Botany (Knowledge)
The character has detailed
knowledge of plants and their properties.
This is also the skill used to grow crops.

Shipping (Strength)
The character has worked in a
warehouse moving boxes. As well as
bulking up, they can also use cargo loading
equipment such as fork-lifts and cranes.

Ecology (Knowledge)
The character has studied the
delicately balanced relationships that exist
between species in nature.
Genetics (Logic)
The character has studied the
transferal of inborn traits between
generations as well as the make up of genes.

Throwing (Strength)
The character has practiced hurling
hand held objects as far and fast and
accurately as the can. This is generally
practiced in the context of sports but can
also be used to throw grenades and hatchets.

Race Physiology (Knowledge)
The character has studied the biology
of a specific species to better be able to treat
and diagnose trauma and diseases.

Tumbling (Agility)
The character is skilled in vaulting
and able to do hand springs, cartwheels, and
somersaults.

Race Gene Therapy (Genetics)
The character is trained in the
medical application of gene manipulation to
overcome congenital defects.
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Race Forensics (Race Physiology)
The character is trained in surgically
determining the cause of a person of a given
race's death.

Cooking (Perception)
The character is skilled in creating
tasty meals and treats from raw ingredients.
Criminal Law (Language)
The character has studied the
culture's laws as they apply to crime and
punishment.

Race Surgery (Race Physiology)
The character is trained in treating
injuries through potentially life threatening
invasive measures.

Diplomacy (Willpower)
This skill aids the character in
gaining the advantage in supposedly
mutually advantageous negotiations.

Race Medicine (Race Physiology)
The character is trained in curing
diseases and treating wounds. Low ratings
in this skill indicate first aid training while
higher ratings indicate professional medical
training.

Etiquette (Knowledge)
The character is familiar with the
what the culture consider's appropriate
behaviour.

Zoology (Knowledge)
The character has studied animals
and their behaviours.

History (Knowledge)
The character has studied the events
that lead to the current culture.

CULTURE
This is really a group of skill
categories in which one exists for each
culture. Sometimes
there will be similarities with skills that
serve the same purpose in other cultures, but
don't count on it. No amount of Chinese
will let you speak French. Generally
speaking there is one of each of the skills in
this category for each culture. Skills from
another culture’s CULTURE category do not
receive a default rating.

Logistics (Knowledge)
The character has studied the
practical limitations of supply and transport
required to provide sufficient materials and
fuel to forces in the field.
Military Discipline (Willpower)
The character has Military Discipline
and is better able to face the stress of combat
as well as understanding the chain of
command.

Accounting (Logic)
The character has studied the
culture's standard methods of financial
record keeping.

Subculture (Knowledge)
The character is experienced with a
specific subset of their culture like high
society, criminals, wargamers, and church
groups.

Business Law (Language)
The character has studied the
culture's laws as they apply to business
transactions.
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Language (Knowledge)
The character can read and write the
language chosen and has a basic grounding
in the culture.

DRIVING
The skills in this category allow a
character to operate vehicles that can
manoeuvre in only two dimensions.

Leadership (Willpower)
The character is able to get others to
follow their orders and accept their ideas
through a combination of force of
personality, manipulative flattery, and
enthusiasm.

Air Cushion Vehicles(Logic)
Flotation Vehicles (Reflexes)
Rotary Winged Aircraft(Reflexes)
Tracked Vehicles(Reflexes)
Wheeled Vehicles (Reflexes)
ENVIRONMENTAL
The skills in this category deal with
survival and travel in the wilderness.

Lying (Talent)
A character with this skill is
experienced in fabricating conceivable and
functional deceptions. Obviously a
character can’t develop the Lying skill and
have the Honest personality trait.

Survival (Knowledge)
The character is familiar with
environmental hazards and able to prepare
for them and can improvise solutions when
caught unprepared.

Management (Willpower)
This skill is used to get a group of
people to work together efficiently as well as
maintaining and improving the skilled
individual's position in the hierarchy by
taking credit for the performance of the
whole group.

Fishing (Willpower)
The character knows how to catch
fish with a line and hook or a net.
Foraging (Knowledge)
The character knows how to
determine which plants and animals are
edible.

Philosophy (Logic)
The character has spent a great deal
of time gazing at their navel and even more
time reading instructions and observations
by those who have also done so.

Navigation (Logic)
The character can determine their
direction and chart a straight course through
unfamiliar territory.

Salesmanship (Talent)
The character has learned to
convince others to purchase items they never
really needed or wanted.

Tracking (Perception)
The character is adept at following
tracks, fumets and other signs of the passage
of animals through an area. Any idiot can
follow truck and tank tracks.

Teaching (Willpower)
This skill is used to help others to
learn new skills. Naturally one's ability to
teach is restricted by their skill in the subject
matter as well as their skill as a teacher.
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Trapping (Willpower)
The character is skilled in laying
traps ranging from simple snares and dead
falls to sensor guided sentry guns.

Choreography (Dancing)
The character is skilled in planning
elaborate dance routines for stage shows.
Most stage combat is essentially a dance
routine.

MELEE WEAPON
The character has learned to fight
with a weapon or their bare hands.

Compose Music (Logic)
The character is able to write original
music.

Arm Lock (Grapple)
Choke (Strength)
Grapple (Strength)
Kick (Agility)
Punch (Dexterity)
Sweep (Grapple)
Tackle (Strength)

Dancing (Agility)
The character has practised moving
in time to music in a pleasing fashion.
Oration (Willpower)
The character is experienced in
speaking to a large audience and delivering
speeches in a compelling manner.

Axe (Strength)
Blunt (Strength)
Knife (Dexterity)
Spear (Dexterity)
Sword (Dexterity)

Pickpocket (Dexterity)
The character is skilled in snagging
bags, wallets, and small items from store
shelves without being noticed.

PERFORMANCE
These skills are mainly used to
entertain others for the sake of earning
money. Note that
these skills represent the technical aspects
performing. Talent is a key factor in
producing great
and original performances even though none
of these skills are based on it.

Play Instrument (Perception)
The character has practised playing a
musical instrument and may even be able to
produce music from it.
Singing (Perception)
The character has trained their voice
in order sing beautifully. Note that this skill
isn't always necessary to succeed as a singer.

Acting (Perception)
The character is skilled in
performing various roles convincingly on
the stage. They can also mimic other people
and may even pass for them if their
appearance can be matched.

Stage Magic (Dexterity)
The character is able to misdirect an
audience and perform elaborate tricks and
illusions. Most of these are totally
dependant on the angle of the audience to a
person on the stage and require elaborate
equipment but a few simpler tricks such as
producing coins and handkerchiefs.
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PHYSICS
The skills in this category involve
the study of the physical world through
experimentation
and Logic.

Quantum Physics (Statistics)
The character has studied the
relationship between subatomic particles and
statistics but still couldn't tell you why it all
eventually adds up to platypuses.

Astrophysics (Newtonian Physics)
The character has studied the
motions of the planets and stars and can
accurately calculate their future positions.
This is the skill used to navigate in space.

Statistics (Mathematics):
the character has studied the
relationship between events in terms of the
probability of things happening.
PILOTING
The skills in this category allow the
character to pilot vehicles that are able to
manoeuvre in three dimensions.

Atomic Physics (Chemistry)
The character has studied the
interactions of atomic particles.
Chemistry (Mathematics)
The character has studied the
chemical interactions and can produce
explosives from raw materials. Oh come on,
you know that's all you really cared about.

Anti Gravity Vehicles (Reflexes)
Fixed Winged Aircraft(Reflexes)
Rotary Winged Aircraft(Reflexes)
Space Craft (Newtonian Physics)
Submersibles (Logic)
VERTOL Vehicles(Reflexes)

Geology (Knowledge)
The character has studied rocks in great
detail. As oil and precious metals are often
found in big piles of rocks the character has
some familiarity with those as well.

SMALL ARMS
The skills in this category allow the
character to shoot people with a specific
class of modern or advanced ranged
weapons.

Mathematics (Logic)
The character's understanding of the
fundamental workings of numbering systems
is key to a wide variety of other skills.

Energy Pistol (Dexterity)
Energy Pistol (Dexterity)
Pistol (Dexterity)
Rifle (Dexterity)
Support Weapon (Strength)
Weapon Autofire (Weapon)

Newtonian Physics (Mathematics)
The character has studied the
properties of objects in motion and can
predict their path given the application of
various forces.

SOCIOLOGY
These skills are involve the study of
human nature and it's application in society.
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Advertising (Talent)
The character is skilled in designing
media copy to sell people things they didn't
need. If this wasn't a dark enough it's also
very useful for selling people leaders and
policies nobody in their right mind would
ever want.

Psychology (Perception)
The character has studied the
workings of the human mind with an aim of
helping those who didn't know they needed
it.
Strategy (Talent)
This skill is used to formulate
effective methods of overcoming opponents
on the battlefield. It can also be used against
business rivals to a lesser extent, just don't
start mounting their heads on pikes outside
of your office.

Anthropology (Psychology)
This skill represents the study of
other cultures on a broad academic scale.
Archeology (Willpower)
The character is experienced in
excavating and analysing the ruins of ancient
cultures.

TECHNICAL
These skills are used to operate,
build, and repair devices.

Criminology (Perception)
This skill is used to solve crimes by
means of deduction and forensic science.

Architecture (Drafting)
The character is skilled in designing
large stationary structures. One odd effect
of this skill is that at higher levels the
buildings designed generally get less and
less functional and look weirder.

Economics (Logic)
The character has studied the
mathematical representation of economic
activity and is able to make useful
predictions on their course. Which is to say
that the character is basically a soothsayer
making a living on predictions of doom or
demagogue advancing their own politics.

Ballistic Gunnery (Reflexes)
The character is skilled in operating
heavy projectile weapons mounted on
vehicles and fortifications.

Embezzlement (Accounting)
This skill is used to get away with
transferring money from legitimate
economic endeavours where-in the character
has a position of trust, into their own
pocket.

Communicators (Logic)
This skill allows the character to
operate advanced communicators as well as
translation and encryption software.
Computers (Logic)
Any character from an advanced
society can operate a computer to do a
variety of tasks relating to their other skills.

Politics (Willpower)
This skill is like Lying but without
the need for plausibility or reasoning.

Computer Programming (Computers)
This skill is used to program
computers and hack into their software.
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Construction (Strength)
The character is skilled in building
large stationary structures and translating the
scrawlings of the madmen who designed
them.

Survey (Mathematics)
The character is skilled in measuring
and mapping terrain for technical purposes.
System Engineer (Appropriate Physics)
This group of skills is used to design
specific types of devices. For most devices
the "Appropriate Physics" skill is Newtonian
Physics, however faster than light drives and
teleporters are based on Quantum Physics.
Similarly force fields and nuclear reactors
are based on Atomic Physics.

Demolitions (Willpower)
This skill is used to blow stuff up
using explosives.
Drafting (Willpower)
The character is skilled in producing
detailed technical drawings and plans.

System Technician (Knowledge)
This group of skills is used to repair
and maintain specific types of devices.

Energy Gunnery (Logic)
The character is skilled in operating
heavy energy weapons mounted on vehicles
and fortifications.

Systems
The following systems are available
in any setting, force-fields, anti-gravity,
artificial gravity and other hypothetical
technologies can only be learned in settings
where such technology exists.

Forward Observer (Sensors)
This skill is used to provide accurate
coordinates for indirect and orbital weapons
fire.
Intrusion (Coordination)
The character is skilled at breaking
into buildings without setting off alarms or
being caught on camera.

Anti-Gravity*
Airframes
Ballistic Weapons
Computers
Energy Weapons
Faster Than Light Drives*
Force Fields*
Jets
Life Support
Power Plants
Reactors
Rockets
Sensors
Suspensions
Teleporters*

Machinist (Computers)
This skill is used to fabricate parts
from raw materials.
Missile Gunnery (Reflexes)
This skill is used to fire and guide
missiles and remote controlled vehicles.
Sensors (Computers)
The character is skilled in operating
a wide variety of advanced scanners and
detection devices.
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SUCCESS AND FAILURE
The outcome of actions attempted by characters is rarely certain. Sure, if they're sitting at
home all day plugged into the advertainment feed, they're not going to meet with much failure.
Even if they're just going to work every day, their failures will be few and far between. But
adventures are nasty, uncomfortable things by definition. There's a world of difference between
climbing the stairs and climbing the Ice Cliffs of Dagmar IV in a space suit.
As you've already seen, every character has a set of ratings for their Characteristics and
Skills that generally fall into a range of one to one hundred. Random numbers in the same range
are generated by rolling a ten side die, multiplying by ten and adding a second roll. It's
traditional to count a roll of two zeros as one hundred instead of zero and we'll stick with it. By
now you experienced gamers should know where I'm headed. If you roll a number that's greater
than your character's skill, whatever they were trying to do has resulted in failure. There's a lot of
situations that can alter a character's chance of success. Obviously climbing stairs is a lot safer
than those ice cliffs, so your ratings will often be modified to reflect the circumstances.

Marginal Success

Situational Modifiers

Sometimes things just don't work
out. Any successful roll that less than ten
percent of the chance of success is
considered a marginal success.

It's harder to climb those stairs in the
dark. Every race has a Preferred Light level
on a scale of Dark, Night, Twilight, Day, or
Bright. For every step the light level moves
away from a character's preference, their
rating is reduced by twenty, for any action
that relies on eyesight.
The light level is a pretty common
example of a modifier that results from the
situation. Another common one is a range
modifier. Sensors and weapons have a
Range Increment which is the distance to the
target that will result in a minus ten. So if
you had a Range Increment of ten metres
and the target was a hundred metres away,
the modifier would be minus one hundred.
Where ever possible, situational
modifiers are linear and incremental. That
means that if you're really into detail you can
reduce them to one point increments but for
most, ten point modifiers are easy to work
with and more than sufficient for the
purpose.

Exceptional Success
But then, sometimes things work
better than expected. Any successful roll
that is within ten percent of the chance of
success indicates an exceptional success that
is twice as effective as usual.

Exceptional Failure
And sometimes, things go worse
than anyone could have possibly imagined.
Any failure where the roll is greater than one
hundred minus ten percent of the margin of
failure is considered an exceptional failure.
For example if the chance of success is 50%
a roll of 96 or greater is considered an
exceptional failure. If the chance of success
is greater than 85 only a roll of 00 is an
exceptional failure.
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succeed, the defender can then roll to
retaliate with the points that were set aside
and if they succeed the attacker must then
roll to counter or the defender wins.
Exceptional Successes when
attacking or retaliating are reduced to
Normal Successes if countered unless the
opponent also achieves an Exceptional
Success. If a Normal Success is countered
with an Exceptional Success, the retaliation
is made with a twenty point bonus.
Marginally successful attack rolls
give a twenty point bonus to defense rolls.
Marginally successful defense rolls only
manage to reduce the effect of the attack by
half. Thus it takes two Marginally
successful defense rolls to lose a contest.
Contests are always won on the first
successful attack or retaliation that is not
countered.

Voluntary Modifiers
Every action has a length of time
listed which is normally required to
complete it. The character has a lot of
leeway when taking an action. They can try
a variety of different approaches to the
problem or just try to get it done fast. For
each doubling of the time spent a ten point
bonus can be applied. For each halving of
the time required a ten point penalty is
taken. Bear in mind that the plus ten takes
as long as trying again and is of less utility
unless the chance of success is very low or
the consequences of failure are significant.
Example
Hezekiah wants his character to
design an office building. His Architecture
skill of 60 is adequate for the task but he
decides to spend some extra time on the job
as it’s a big assignment. Normally the job
would take 10 weeks but for every 2
additional weeks he can get a +10, so he
puts in the full 18 weeks for a +40. Rolling
a 66 gives him an exceptional success where
he’d normally have had an exceptional
failure. His employer may be unhappy with
the time it took but he’ll be thrilled with the
results.

Example
Hezekiah is developing an unhealthy
hobby in the form of street racing. His
Hondamax 3000 may be rusty but it’s fast.
As he fights to pass a competitor in a tight
turn, the referee declares he’ll need to win a
contest of Wheeled Vehicle skills. Hezekiah
is taking the initiative and has a skill of 50
so he goes first. Gritting his teeth, he
decides to save 20 points to defend against
retaliation and makes the roll with a 29. His
opponent has a skill of 75 and decides to
save 30 points to retaliate. He makes his
defense roll with a 15, frustrating
Hezekiah’s passing attempt. Now the
opponent rolls against his 30 point
retaliation trying to force Hezekiah off the
road. He gets a 05, a Marginal Success.
This gives Hezikiah a +20 to his defense
roll. Rolling a 26 keeps him on the road and
in the race. Must be his lucky day.

Contested Actions
There will be many times when
characters compete directly against each
other. In such cases, the attacker decides
how much of their rating they want to save
to counter the defender and rolls against
what is left. If they fail then the defender
can then retaliate with their full rating. If the
attacker succeeds, the defender decides how
much of their rating they want to save to
retaliate and rolls against the remainder to
counter their foe’s success. If the defender
fails the attacker wins the contest. If they
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INTERPERSONAL ACTIVITIES
There may be times when a player
wants to use their character’s interpersonal
skills. Actually, the reason interpersonal
skills have been included in the game is that
they encourage the players to try talking
through some of their characters’ problems.
In general, roleplaying out situations is a
superior solution to simple dice rolling, but
at times it can be quite helpful to have a few
rules regarding how these things are
handled, particularly in terms of any
relationships a character may have. After
all, these characters are people and will not
put up with endless abuses of their good
will.
In all cases, the appropriate
interpersonal skill must be used to get
results. Salesmanship is of no more use in
getting your soldiers to charge across open
ground into enemy fire, than Leadership is in
getting a miser to sign on the dotted line.

Requests for trivial things that cost
the other person nothing or benefit them are
made with the character’ normal skill rating.
Requests for minor favours, like the
lending of a few dollars until payday or to
watch the kids are made with a ten point
penalty with the risk of slighting the other
person, and making them dislike the
individual who made the request.
Requests for major favours, like a
large loan or gift, or watching the kids for a
week are made with a twenty point penalty.
If the success roll fails the other person
automatically takes a dislike to the
individual making the request. If the risk
roll fails, the other person will become angry
and bear a lingering dislike for the idiot that
dared to ask for such a thing.
Requests for exceptional favours,
like hiding a body in the basement or
robbing a bank are made with a thirty point
penalty. If the attempt fails, they will
automatically become angry and take a
dislike to the insane individual who
offended them. If the risk roll fails, their
relationship will decline permanently, by
one step.

Generally speaking, interpersonal
actions are handled with a simple skill roll.
The modifiers listed reflect the character’s
relationship to the non player character, as
well as how extreme the situation is.

A successful interpersonal skill roll,
with no request, and that benefits the other
person to an appropriate extent can improve
the relationship by one step. For example,
sending tickets for a weekend getaway will
rarely be successful with a stranger or
acquaintance, but an offer of lunch or a
drink might.
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There are also modifiers for
personality traits which are particularly
likely to improve or diminish people’s
reactions to each other. These modifiers
only apply when the characters know each
other well enough to be aware of their
conflicting personalities. The modifier is
minus ten per opposed trait and plus ten per
shared trait. A request that directly violates
one of the other person’s personality traits,
such as asking an honest person to commit a
crime, suffers a twenty point penalty.
Lastly, in many situations,
interpersonal activities can be handled as
contests. In these cases, either character can
take a direct penalty to their chance of
success and apply it as a penalty to the other
character’s. This is representative of
dissembling or trying to beat down the other
character’s resistance over time.

Interpersonal Activity Modifiers
Minor Favour (risky: dislike)
Major Favour (risky: anger)
Exceptional Favour (risky: enemy)
Per Shared Personality Trait
Per Opposite Personality Trait
Request Violates a Personality Trait

-10
-20
-30
+10
-10
-20

Relationship Modifiers
Family
Friends
Liked Acquaintances
Acquaintances
Strangers
Disliked Acquaintances
Enemies

+30
+20
+10
0
-10
-20
-30

Personality Traits
Passive
&
Calm
&
Contented
&
Empathic
&
Generous
&
Honest
&
Industrious
&
Modest
&
Patient
&
Sober
&
Brave
&
Cheerful
&
Diplomatic
&
Friendly
&
Gentle
&
Humble
&
Loving
&
Outgoing
&
Physical
&
Practical
&
Thrifty
&
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Aggressive
Temperamental
Greedy
Cruel
Miserly
Dishonest
Lazy
Sleazy
Rude
Rowdy
Cowardly
Depressed
Offensive
Antagonistic
Sadistic
Proud
Hateful
Shy
Cerebral
Imaginative
Wasteful

MEDICAL
The life and death struggle of physician and patients is a mainstay of television and
movies so why not roleplaying games? The following rules attempt to quantify the medical field
as seen in entertainment media for the purposes of a game. The author makes no claim of
expertise nor understanding of the real issues involved in real medical practice.

Trauma
Diagnose Condition
Activity: 1 hour per test
Skill: Race Physiology
Modifiers
Diagnosis Modifier
Results:
Exceptional Success: You know what it is
and how to treat it.
Success: You narrow it down to a primary
theory and can attempt to treat it.
Marginal Success: You’re not sure what it
is but can try something common.
Failure: You have no idea what this is, try a
different test.
Exceptional Failure: get it all wrong, and
misjudge severity and cause

With all of the high speed collisions,
failed climbing rolls, and gunshot wounds
the most common in game use of medical
skills and technology will be treating
trauma. The base times for treatment found
here will vary a great deal with the available
technology though the basic activities
remain the same.
Treat Wounds
Activity:
Injured 1 hour
Wounded 2 hours
Crippled 4 hours
Destroyed 8 hours
Skill: Race Treatment
Modifiers
Wounded -10
Crippled -20
Destroyed -40
Results:
Exceptional Success: patient recovers in
half the time
Success: patient will recover in due time
Marginal Success: recovery time doubled
Failure: recovery time quadrupled with
lingering side effects
Exceptional Failure: injury level increased
by one level

Treat Condition
Activity: x2 hours per -10
Skill: appropriate, Medicine, Gene Therapy
or Surgery
Modifiers
Treatment Modifier
Results:
Exceptional Success: The patient is cured
and recovers in half time.
Success: The patient is cured and recovers
normally.
Marginal Success: The condition is in
remission but the patient will relapse.
Failure: The patient’s condition does not
improve.
Exceptional Failure: The patient’s
condition gets one stage worse. Call the
lawyer.

Wait Times
Bear in mind that the times
suggested are for the physician, if experience
is any indication, the patient should wait
1d10 times that.
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Life Span Extension

Random Medical
Emergencies

The various chemical and genetic
methods of extending the natural life span of
organisms provide an increase in the racial
age of majority.

At times the Referee may find that
they need some ideas to keep the doctors
busy.
d10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Advances
Genetic - only applies if engineered into
organism before gestation

Condition (Diagnosis Modifier)
Injury (+30)
Viral Infection (0)
Bacterial Infection (+10)
Protozoa Infection (+10)
Parasitic Infestation (+20)
Environmental Contamination (-10)
Environmental Radiation (-10)
Congenital Defect (0)
Auto Immune Disorder (-20)
Psychological Disorder (-30)

Longevity Improved - +1 to racial aging factor
per step.
Immortality - race doesn’t age
Genetic Engineering
Engineer Variety, Species, Order,
Class and so on

Affecting The...
1
Nervous System
2
Skeletal System
3
Cardiovascular System
4
Digestive System
5
Reproductive System
6
Epidermal System
7
Sensory System
8
Immune System
9
Muscular System
10
Circulatory System

Modify existing organisms / gene
therapy
Growth Tanks
Bio Printers
Organ Plants
Alter Traits in new offspring
Alter traits in existing organism
Create Species
Breed True
Psychic Traits

Severity (Treatment Modifier)
1
Temporary Discomfort (+30)
2
Recurring Discomfort (+10)
3
Constant Discomfort (+20)
4
Temporary Pain (+10)
5
Recurring Pain (0)
6
Constant Pain (-10)
7
Temporary Incapacitation (0)
8
Ongoing Incapacitation (0)
9
Degenerative Condition (-20)
10
Terminal Condition (-30)
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Space Travel
The great, empty distances between the stars are full of dangers. Vacuum, radiation,
micro-meteors, and even running out of food and fuel can be fatal to humans and other explorers.
Even the math involved might be enough to kill you. The planets are all moving at different rates
determined by their mass and the star’s mass and the distance between them. The orbits are
elliptical and the planets slow down and speed up as they go. The “launch window” is the time
when the destination is approaching the tk but will pass it by just enough for the space craft to
match velocities without needing to expend valuable fuel to decelerate. Over interplanetary
distances, being a fraction of a degree off course could be deadly. In most popular science fiction
super-science drives make it possible to cross the solar system in a day.

Scale and Scope

Simply Hand Waving It

The distances presented here are in
light-seconds and light-years. Astronomical
units and parsecs are based on the position
of Earth in the solar system and are not
particularly universal. For those who aren’t
clear on the concept, a light second is the
distance light moves in one second and a
light year is the distance light moves in a
year. They are measures of distance, not
time. As far as modern science is
concerned, the speed of light is a universal
constant and cannot be exceeded. The
mathematical theories that suggest it can be
all rely on “negative mass energy” which is
to say less than not existing at all. Science
fiction has always had unrealistic elements
ranging from time-travel to anti-gravity and
faster than light drives. You can’t emulate
your favorite movie or television show if
you’re too mired down in the science.

If the campaign is a space opera
focused on the exploits of a band of heroic
adventurers the referee can probably hand
wave all that away and just assume that they
can travel a number of light-seconds per day.
If they’re feeling really ambitious the travel
time can be divided by the ship’s top speed
(½ fuel duration x acceleration usually, you
need to maneuver and slow down). With
reality taking a day off, chases can be
resolved with piloting skill rolls. But in the
end the heroes will always get there just in
time and the villains will always get there
first no matter how unlikely that seems.
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Simplified Plotted Movement
If you can live with circular orbits
and straight courses, it’s easy to represent
planetary motion and launch windows. Use
a ruler and pencil to mark out the positions
of the star and planets on a sheet of paper at
a scale of one light minute per centimeter.
Next, draw a circle with a compass to show
each orbit. Roll 1d10 x 36 to find the
planet’s location along the circle and mark it
using a pencil and protractor. At this point
you can measure the distance between the
planets by measuring it with a ruler. Orbital
motion is given in degrees per day with
Earth moving roughly one degree per day.
Space Navigation
Activity: 1 hour
Skill: Astrophysics
Factors:
Trajectory Passes Through:
Asteroid Cluster
-20
Nebula or Ring
-40
Trajectory Passes Near
Planet & Moons
-10
Gas Giant
-20
Star
-30
Black Hole
-40
Results:
Exceptional Success: A highly successful
transit with no deviation.
Success: Transit deviates by only 1/360 of a
degree.
Marginal Success: Transit deviates by 1/60
of a degree.
Failure: Transit off course by a full degree,
hope you’ve got lots of fuel.
Exceptional Failure: Transit intercepts a
sizable chunk of rock that was missed in the
calculations somehow, requiring a piloting
roll to avoid impact and a 1d10 degree
course deviation.
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Faster Than Light Navigation
Activity: 1 hour
Skill: Astrophysics or possibly Quantum
Physics
Factors:
-10 / factor of 10 light years
-10 shadowy hyperspace
-20 blind hyperspace
Results:
Exceptional Success: Nailed It! You are
right on target.
Success: arrive at destination within an
acceptable margin of error, adding 1d10
minutes to the trip.
Marginal Success: sloppy calculations put
arrival at very edge of acceptable margin of
error requiring significant fuel and
manoeuvring to correct adding 1d10 hours
to the trip.
Failure: bad calculations lead to arrival far
from destination but still where careful
manoeuvring or a side trip to take on fuel
can recover the situation at a cost of 1d10
days.
Exceptional Failure: vessel arrives in deep
space far from help or fuel. A careful burn
and drift will bring an asteroid into range in
1d10 weeks.

Interstellar Travel
Interstellar maps are done in a ‘well’
ten spaces wide by ten deep. The distance
tables show the distance between any two
points within the map. The basic scales for
the map are one light year per space, ten
light years per space, one hundred light years
per space and so on, increasing by orders of
magnitude and allowing the blocks to be
seamlessly integrated in blocks one size
larger.
The faster a drive system is, the
harder navigation becomes as the margin of
error increases.
Instantaneous transit is
instantaneous. The space craft gets there the
moment it leaves. This requires really
precise navigation because there is no ability
to make course corrections en route.
Hyperspacial drives remove the
vessel to another dimension with a different
relationship to time and space. While the
journey takes a fixed amount of time, like
instantaneous transit, it’s hard to navigate
when you can’t see. If real space objects
have shadows in hyperspace it becomes
easier but is still less precise.
Space warp drives and other such
real space faster than light systems allow
real-time navigational corrections but they
are also the most dependant on a spacecraft
as they are passing through space rather than
going around it.
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The Math
Here are some useful formulae for computing travel times. They may require a scientific
calculator. Their use in play is entirely optional.
Circumference = 3.1416 x radius x 2
Distance = ½ Acceleration x Time 2
Velocity = Acceleration x Time
Travel Time = Distance / Velocity
Gravitation Force = 6.67x10-11 x Mass One x Mass Two / Radius2
Circular Orbital Velocity = 0.25 x Circumference / /(2 x Orbital Radius / Gravitational Force)
Year Length = 6.2832 x Radius / Orbital Velocity
Distances are usually given in meters, time in seconds, velocity in meters per second,
acceleration in meters per second squared. There are 1000 meters in a kilometer, 3600 seconds
in an hour, 299792 kilometers in a light second and 9.46053 x 10 12 kilometers in a light year.
Where possible, units have been used in such a way as these conversions aren’t used in play but
sometimes it’s handy to know them.
When you’re looking at orbital velocities for simple circular orbits. In essence the planet has to
move a distance equal to a quarter of the orbit’s circumference by the time it sweeps out a ninety
degree angle or it will drift off or drift in.
Note that while the speed of light is an absolute physical limit, most space craft have a limited
top speed as a result of limited fuel that is well below the speed of light. Faster than light drives
have a fixed velocity because they’re mainly a plot device and we’re lazy.
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Survival and Outdoor Activities
Adventurers will often find themselves far from civilization. Whether they are exploring
or crashed on a distant world, just staying alive can be an adventure.
Travel On Foot
Endurance or Running
Factors:
Good Roads +10
Dehydrated -20
Malnourished -20
Hot -20
Warm -10
Cool +10
Cold -10
Rough Country -10
Steep -20
Exceptional Failure: Injured ankle or foot
cuts movement in half until a full day is
spent resting.
Failure: Too many breaks and too little
progress, 10 kilometers traveled.
Marginal Success: Slow going, 20
kilometers traveled
Success: making good time, 30 kilometers
traveled
Exceptional Success: grueling but
productive day 40 kilometers traveled.

Overland Travel
Shipwrecked spacers and scouts may
find themselves needing to travel on foot.
This is generally considered the worst way
to go places but it does have the advantage
of being cheap and relatively stealthy. The
slowest person in the group generally
determines how far a group can walk in a
day. Supplies, availability of water, and
even altitude can impact how far they get.
Humans are exceptional long distance
travelers and few other races will be able to
keep going like they do. Some totally mad
humans have even been known to run thirty
miles in just a few hours for fun.
The distances given assume a full ten
to twelve hour day with breaks every hour.
Runners can accomplish the same distance
in as little as three hours but aren’t in any
condition to go further afterwards. Fast
creatures generally can’t keep that pace up
all day so they don’t get any farther than
walking humans unless mounts are being
changed quite regularly. Riding beasts make
the travel more pleasant and less tiring but
only make short journeys faster.
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Analyzing Potential Food

Locating Food

While the chemistry of life is
probably pretty universal even on earth,
there are a lot of plants and animals that
humans can’t eat. Ingesting the wrong
mushroom or berry can cause vomiting,
diarrhea, or even death. On alien worlds
there’s no guarantee If chemical tools aren’t
available to assess potential foodstuff, taste,
smell, and even eating small doses can
provide clues as to whether a given material
is edible. The sense of taste is essentially a
biological food chemistry analysis device
and if something tastes bad, you probably
shouldn’t eat it.

Food, is any biological material
that’s soft enough to chew and can be
digested. Different species tend to have
specialized diets. Eating grass or wood is
out of the question for most humans.
Foraging
Activity: 1 day
Skill: Survival or Botany
Factors:
Vacuum
-100
Tundra
-20
Desert
-20
Plains
-10
Forest
0
Jungle
+10
Results:
Exceptional Success: find and gather
enough roots, leaves, and berries for 1d10
people.
Success: find and gather enough roots,
leaves, and berries for 1d5 people.
Marginal Success: find and gather enough
roots, leaves, and berries for 1 person.
Failure: find and gather enough roots,
leaves, and berries for half a person.
Exceptional Failure: find nothing to eat
today.

Test Food
Activity: 1 day
Skill: Biochemistry
Factors:
Familiar Biosphere +20
Alien Biosphere
-20
Results:
Exceptional Success: Yeah, you can
actually eat this stuff.
Success: Find some inedible material that
can be easily processed to make it edible.
Marginal Success: Marginally edible
material with undesirable digestive side
effects.
Failure: Nothing here has any nutritional
value and most of it is toxic.
Exceptional Failure: You really shouldn’t
have eaten that. Roll Endurance or die.
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Locating Wild Life

Locating Water

Assuming some basic protein
compatibility, animals can provide a
relatively safe source of food. Prey can
usually found near water and food sources.
Watching what the animals do can provide
some clues to what can or can’t be eaten.
Once wildlife is found it must still be
stalked, killed, and cleaned by the hunter.

Water is essential for life. With out
it, a person won’t live for more than a
couple days. Access to clean water is the
most important obstacle to long term
survival.
Find Water
Activity: 1 Day
Skill: Survival or Geology
Factors:
Vacuum
-40
Desert
-20
Rain Forest +20
Ocean
+40
Results:
Exceptional Success: find, ample,
easily accessible, clean water supply
Success: find clean or ample water
supply
Marginal Success: find inaccessible,
limited, or dirty water supply
Failure: no water found
Exceptional Failure: find traces of
water that lead to spending twice as much
time looking without getting any water.

Hunting
Activity: 1 day
Skill: Tracking
Factors:
Vacuum
-100
Tundra or Desert
-20
Woods or Jungle
+20
Results:
Exceptional Success: Find enough prey to
feed 1d20 people.
Success: Find enough prey to feed 1d10
people
Marginal Success: Find enough prey to
feed 1d5 people
Failure: Nothing today
Exceptional Failure: Break a vital piece of
equipment, usually a weapon or a trap,
making hunting much harder.

Purifying Water
Of course, water dissolves just about
anything and can be full of toxins. It’s
usually best to boil it or let it sit out in a
container for a day or two. A fine mesh and
some charcoal can be used to filter water. If
you have access to some tubing and glass or
metal containers it can be distilled by boiling
and collecting the condensation.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Given that s.f.% is a science fiction game system there are rules covering the
development and applications of science and technology. As always, bear in mind that these
rules are intended to provide tools for managing activities that are likely to come up in games and
should not be slavishly adhered to when they are not of use to the narrative. If the player
characters in a roleplaying game are marines guarding a survey team, the game’s focus should be
on the combat encounters and not on the details of the survey. Scout ships may update surveys as
they pass through known space but unless there’s an anomaly the game shouldn’t descend into
the mechanical minutia.
Hacking
Activity: 5 hours
Skill: Computer Programming
Modifiers
Well Known Exploit +10
Access To Backdoor +20
Access To Password +20
Computer Security - Rating
Tech Level Difference - difference
either way, screwy old tech!
Results:
Exceptional Success: their database is yours
to do with as you please!
Success: find the desired files
Marginal Success: find partial information
Failure: locked out of system, gain no
information
Exceptional Failure: give yourself away,
the police are coming for you

Hacking
Computerized data storage is the
norm because it is compact and easy to
search or edit. Public networks are very
convenient and a large portion of a society’s
information can be found on-line, though
some of it is kept private with encryption
software. Because it is developed in reaction
to new threats computer security generally
runs a bit behind the curve of data
penetration techniques. On the other hand
physically disconnecting computers from the
network is an impenetrable defence. If the
target information cannot accessed from
public networks it will be necessary to
physically travel to the target computer
system.
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Repair Damage
Activity: 1 man hour / 10 kilograms
Skill: appropriate System Technician
Modifiers
Minor Damage -10
Major Damage -20
Results:
Exceptional Success: hey, it’s not so bad,
fixed in half time
Success: well that’s done and working
Marginal Success: it’s kinda working but
will need replaced soon
Failure: nope, it’s done, -20 to any future
attempt
Exceptional Failure: the housing and
structure is broken, good luck with that

Repairing
A damaged system isn’t working
anymore and that’s enough information
while the battle is still raging but when it’s
time to repair the system there’s a pretty
wide range of possibilities. Roll on the
following table for each damaged system
when the damage control teams get around
to looking at it.
The severity of the damage
determines how long it takes to repair and
what parts are needed. A parts inventory
contains replacements for fasteners and
power conduits as well as some spare
electronic components and coolant tubing,
but parts that are specific to the system are
less likely to be available and things like
housings and complete mechanisms won’t
be in any inventory.

Cannibalizing
If you don’t have the part you may be
able to get something that will work from
some other system. A System Engineer skill
roll will allow the character to think of
something, however use the vehicle’s hit
location table to find out which system will
be damaged by doing so. The chance of
there being a part that will work is very
dependant on how similar the devices are
and how major the part is.

Parts
For the purposes of constructing and
repairing, parts are treated as a generic
supply. In reality parts are very specific to
devices but devices are often designed to
make use of generic parts. For this reason,
any parts supply is assigned a percentage
chance of having the right part for the job. It
is assumed that the parts in a supply are
specific to the vehicle or installation but a
generic supply such as a traveling technician
might take with them has a much reduced
chance. If the right part isn’t available it
may be possible to jury-rig, scavenge, or
cannibalize a replacement. Part supplies
never contain major structural members or
large sections of body panelling but patches
and braces are common.
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Random Minor System Damage
1
Surge Arresters Overloaded reset
2
Knocked Out Of Synch
re-calibrate
3
External Coolant Leak
patch leak
4
Overheating
shut down and clean cooling system
5
Mechanism Knocked Loose reposition and tighten fasteners
6
Power Conduit Disconnected plug it back in
7
Mounting Fasteners Broken replace fasteners and reposition
8
Housing Cracked
mend housing
9
Vital Part Broken
disassemble, replace part, and reassemble
10
Oops
just looking at it made it worse roll for Major damage
Random Major System Damage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mechanism Jammed
Overheating
Power Conduit Broken
Electronics Burned Out
One Loose Connection
Housing Broken
Mechanism Broken
Internal Coolant Leak
Mechanism Seized Up
Oh Well

disassemble, remove foreign object, and reassemble
disconnect from power and repair cooling system
replace power conduit
disassemble and replace all electronics
total diagnostic and reconnect one minor conduit
disassemble, replace housing, reassemble
disassemble, replace mechanism, reassemble
disassemble, clean every part, patch leak, reassemble
disassemble, realize it’s hopeless, give up
take one look, realize it’s hopeless, give up
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Find A Compatible Part
Activity: 1 person / hour / 10 kilograms
Skill: appropriate System Engineer
Modifiers
Common Part (screws, wire, sockets) +20
Specialized Part (flux capacitor, alienatuder)
-20
Lots Of Wreckage To Salvage +10
Results:
Exceptional Success: perfect fit and the
other system isn’t even disabled
Success: this part fits and works but the
system it’s from is disabled
Marginal Success: this part will do if you
tape it into place and wire it in externally
Failure: sometimes you can’t make do with
something else
Exceptional Failure: great now you’ve
broken the other system too

Salvaging
If you can’t find, make or order the
parts and materials you need, you can always
dig around in the scrap yard to see what you
can find. This acquisition method doesn’t
provide custom parts or even up to date
ones, but it still beats making everything
from raw materials. Salvaged materials and
parts can be used to construct and repair
devices and vehicles of the Tech Level of
the scrap.

Jury Rigging
Sometimes you can get by for a bit
with a little molecular bonding tape and
smart wire. Jury Rigging a system reduces
the penalties for major damage to those of
minor damage and ignore all penalties for
minor damage. This lasts until an operator
fails their skill roll. On an Exceptional
Failure the Jury Rigged system is destroyed.

Fabricating Major Parts
If you’ve got a machine shop,
fabricator nanites, or mater-energy device
you can make a Machinist roll to make a
new part.

Jury Rig
Activity: 1 person / hour per ten kg
Skill: System Technician
Modifiers
In the Field -10
Minor Damage -10
Major Damage -20
Results:
Exceptional Success: works like a charm
long after it really shouldn’t
Success: Put it back together with spit and
bailing wire.
Marginal Success: that’s as good as you
can do but it won’t hold for long
Failure: nope, now it’s just a jumbled mess
Exceptional Failure: ooh, well now it’s
really broken

Fabricate Parts
Activity:1 person / hour / kilogram
Skill: Machinist
Modifiers
Inferior Materials -20
In the Field -10
Results:
Exceptional Success: a clean fitting
replacement in half the time
Success: solid work if even if it doesn’t bear
the seal of manufacturer approval
Marginal Success: it’ll do but it won’t last
Failure: the part doesn’t work or fit and the
materials used are spoiled
Exceptional Failure: the part won’t work
and you damage the fabrication equipment
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Combat and Action Sequences
Tense and exciting scenes are generally played out in some detail. The potential for lethal
consequences can be thrilling but it can also be a source of contention and debate

Movement
Normally, movement is not considered an action. That is to say that one can expect their
character to be able to walk and chew gum at the same time. However movement is impossible
in conjunction with some actions and impairs others. Walking while picking a lock or repairing
a stationary tractor is simply impossible and shooting on the move is significantly more difficult
that shooting while stationary

Organism Movement

Climbing

Most humanoid creatures can run six
metres per second, walk three metres per
second, and swim or climb one. It isn't
uncommon for races to move at different
speeds, but these are the most common, or
default rates.

Most organisms and robots with
arms and legs can climb obstacles either to
gain a better vantage point or to get past
them. If the character can successfully make
their skill roll they move up by half their
normal movement rate modified for
Exceptional and Marginal successes.

Common Movement Rates
Humanoids
Crawl/Swim 1.5 m/s
Walk
3 m/s
Run
6 m/s

Animals
3 m/s
6 m/s
12 m/s

Climbing
Base Time: 1 second
Climbing Skill
Modifiers:
+10 lots of hand holds
-10 per 15E over 45E
-10 smooth
-10 wet
-20 greasy
-20 per level of bad light
Results:
Exceptional Failure: Fall and suffer
Damage = distance in metres x Local
Gravity
Failure: you seem to be having trouble
getting anywhere
Marginal Success: climb at 1/4 normal
movement rate
Success: climb at ½ normal movement rate
Exceptional Success: climb at normal
movement rate

Going Prone
A character can drop to the ground in
a single second. While prone a character is
less likely to be hit by attackers who are
more than six metres away. This distance is
a fairly relative figure and only applies in
cases where the attacker is level with or
lower than the prone individual. Prone
characters can only crawl at a quarter of
their normal movement until they spend two
seconds getting to their feet.
Prone
-20 to be shot
+20 to Sneaking
-3 to hit locations over 5 from front
+3 to hit locations under 5 from rear
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Movement In Free Fall
Without some gravity to work with
it’s impossible to walk or run. The easiest
thing is to push off from one surface and
drift to the next, it is possible to re-orient in
mid trajectory but not to change course. It
is also possible to redirect one’s movement
by grabbing passing fixtures and swinging
about but otherwise any push off move
continues until something gets in the way.
It is possible if ineffective to fan the
air (if any is to be had) with a stiff, flat
object to maneuver. A task in which those
with wings will have much more success.

Free Fall
A person inside an orbital station or
ship appears to be weightless because they
are moving along the same trajectory in
much the same way as a person inside an
automobile is stationary with regards to the
cup holder. Those aboard a vessel drifting
in deep space will also be in free fall due to
the minute effects of gravitation from distant
stellar bodies.
Combat under such circumstances
can be all but impossible. Any attempt to
move or fire a weapon with recoil requires
an Astronaut skill roll to avoid tumbling out
of control and bouncing off the bulkheads.

Push Off: 6m/s2
Fanning 0.5 m/s2
Flapping Wings 2 m/s2

Weightless Movement
Base Time: 1 second
Astronaut Skill
Modifiers:
+10 Hand Holds
+10 Braced
-20 Drifting
-10 Light Recoil
-20 Medium Recoil
-40 Heavy Recoil
Results:
Exceptional Success: +10 to hit or double
movement
Success: no problems
Failure: Tumble 1d10m and -20 to hit
Exceptional Failure: Tumble 2d10m and 40 to hit

Personal Thrusters
Of course, those with some kind of
thrusters can maneuver with greater ease.
Even so, most thrusters set up a vector
which is maintained and altered by applying
thrust. A chosen vector can be altered by
sixty degrees by applying an amount of
thrust equal to the current vector. For
instance a six meter per second vector
requires a six meter per second thrust to
change course by sixty degrees.
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Sneaking

Swimming

Surprise is a crucial factor in high
tech combat. Getting well aimed shots off
before the enemy can respond offsets the
odds significantly. As such, sneaking is also
crucial. If there is clearly no line of sight to
the sneak they are automatically successful.
Those guys behind the barn don't need to
roll. A successful sneaking roll means that
the figure is not seen in spite of direct line of
sight, however if the move ends in the open
they can still be spotted by a successful
Spotting roll.

Assuming a figure can float, bodies
of water can be crossed by making a
Swimming Skill roll. Most robots and
vehicles with contact suspension don’t float.
Swimming
Base Time 1 second
Modifiers:
-10 per encumbrance level
-20 rough water
Results:
Marginal Success: swim at 1/4 normal
movement rate
Success: swim at ½ normal movement rate
Exceptional Success: swim at normal
movement rate
Failure: you seem to be having trouble
getting anywhere
Exceptional Failure: sink like a rock with
much flailing

Sneaking
Stealth
Base Time: 1 second
Modifiers:
+/- Size x -1
+20 prone
- movement in meters per second
+20 per level of bad light or other
interference
Results:
Exceptional Failure: they’re looking right
at you.
Normal Failure: sighted by any facing
opponents.
Marginal Success: opponents get free
detection roll.
Normal Success: unseen for the moment.
Exceptional Success: only detected by
exceptional success.
Example
Harcourt creeps out into the open
towards an enemy camp. He’s an elite
commando with a Stealth skill of 87, it’s
dark and the enemy haven’t got any special
gear but neither has he. So he’s got a nice
fat +20. He opts to dash across the open
ground in 2 seconds for a -6. The dice come
up 45 so he remains undetected.
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Maintain Control of Vehicle
Skill: Vehicle Type
Base Time: 5 seconds
Modifiers:
+ vehicle's Handling rating
-10 per 45E turned
- driver’s worst wound level
-10 per adverse condition
-20 per light level from preference
Results:
Exceptional Failure: swerve sideways and
roll, -50m/s.
Normal Failure: move straight ahead.
Brace for impact!
Marginal Success: turn half desired angle.
Normal Success: turn as desired.
Exceptional Success: turn as desired, no
penalty next second.

Vehicle Movement
Vehicles are another matter entirely,
having a variable velocity in metres per
second. Vehicles will often be moving so
fast that their movement will need to be
handled one second at a time.
Every vehicle has a "Resistance"
rating that is multiplied by its current
velocity to find out how much it
automatically decelerates every second, the
driver or pilot can then choose to add or
subtract the vehicle's Acceleration. A
vehicle's Top Speed is the point at which its
Acceleration is equal to its Resistance times
Velocity. It's only listed because some
people won't want to bother with detailed
vehicular movement, but the fact remains
that a vehicle only achieves its Top Speed by
running the engine full-out, so vehicles that
use the same power plant to charge weapons
may not be able to do so at the same time as
they're red-lining.
A vehicle that is climbing will
decelerate ten metres per second per second
(or whatever the local gravity is anyhow)
automatically and one that is diving will
accelerate the same amount automatically.
This gravity related acceleration is reduced
in direct proportion to the amount of the
vehicle’s movement that is made
horizontally. That is to say that if a vehicle
only increases its altitude by half of its
velocity it only decelerates half of the local
gravity.
Fast moving vehicles don't turn as
easily as people on foot. The driver must
make a skill roll to successfully manoeuvre
and maintain control when the vehicle turns
tightly or encounters an obstacle. Adverse
conditions include rough ground, rain, oil
slicks, ice, wind, and small obstacles each of
which counts for a ten point penalty to the
control roll.

Collisions
When two vehicles collide, the
square root of their mass times their velocity
is used as the Damage. The Penetration is
one. If the two vehicles are moving towards
each other their velocities are added and if
one is moving away from the other they are
subtracted. Any remaining movement is
applied along the course of the larger
vehicle. Yes this is a gross
oversimplification.
Collision Damage = %(mass x velocity)
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Using Weapons With Extra Arms

Using Weapons

Having more limbs means having
smaller limbs so recoil and weapon weights
are worked out by dividing the Free Load by
the number of limbs in a set. Take instances
of two handed use to indicate the use of all
available hands from a single set of limbs.

There’s more than raw damage
potential to consider when choosing a
weapon. Generally speaking Lighter
weapons are handier and faster than heavier
ones, though, of course, a character’s
Strength has a lot to do with what they
consider a light or heavy.
A “Light Weapon” weighs less than
a quarter of a character’s Free Load
(Strength2 grams) and can be readied and
attacked with in the same second with a
twenty point Reflexes penalty. A “Normal
Weapon” weighs between a quarter and half
of a character’s Free Load and can be
readied in one second.
A Heavy Weapon weighs between
half and the character’s full Free Load but
less than double it and takes two seconds to
ready. Using a weapon two handed doubles
the character’s Free Load rating.
Light
Medium
Heavy

Example
A human with a Free Load of 3600
grams using an 1800 gram weapon one
handed counts it as medium. For a Sheth
with three arms in two sets, the weapon
would have to be less than 1200 grams to
count as medium while the 1800 gram
weapon would be considered heavy.
Example
Abernathy’s Strength is 57 so his
Free Load is 2899 grams. His automatic
rifle masses 4320 grams. Since it is heavier
than His Free Load but less than double, it
counts as a Heavy Weapon if he uses it one
handed and as a Normal Weapon if he uses
it two handed. Since he’s got both of his
mitts on it, it only takes him a single second
to bring it to bear on Harcourt.

0
-10 Reflexes
-20 Reflexes

Normal weapons can be used to
attack and parry in the same second.
Additional weapons wielded in other hands
provide an additional opportunity to attack
or parry but points must be allocated from
the current chance of success to do so. No
more points can be allocated to a weapon
than the character has skill with it. Light
weapons also provide an additional
opportunity but no additional points.
Unbalanced weapons can only be used to
attack or parry in any given second. Heavy
weapons can only be used to attack or parry.
Additional attacks and parries occur after the
initial strike, parry, counterstrike, and parry.
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Example
Abernathy has a Reflexes of 65 and
Harcourt’s’s is 79. So Harcourt has the
option of taking the first strike as long as
Abernathy doesn’t have a ready ranged
weapon (which he does) or a longer melee
weapon. But for the sake of a useful
example we’ll look at what could happen.
When he attacks he decides to kick
Abernathy in the third second of the Round
hoping to keep the initiative, if Harcourt
opts to kick he can strike first as kicks have
a greater reach than fists. His Kick skill is
54 and he saves nothing for his own defense
because the -20 penalty for striking in the
third second is pretty risky. He misses with
a 42 and Abernathy decides to Punch twice.
His skill is 58, reduced by 20 leaves him 38
and he splits it 25 and 13. The first misses
wildly with a 98, but the second strikes
home weakly with a 05. Had Abernathy
waited for the next second he’d have had
more skill to strike with but so would
Harcourt who would still have the option of
striking first.

Fighting
At point blank range, a knife may
well be a better weapon than a gun.
Naturally melee weapons cannot be used to
attack at a distance greater than their length.
In any given second the combatant with the
higher Reflexes has the option of striking
first, if they decline, their opponent may then
choose to attack. Otherwise close combat is
handled as a contest with the winner landing
a blow and causing damage.
Fighting - Restricted by reach
Appropriate Melee Weapon skill
Base Time: 1 second
Modifiers:
+/- Target Size
- target Velocity
- 20 per light level off preference
- worst wound level
- points opponent spent parrying
Results:
Exceptional Failure: foe gets a free shot at
full skill.
Failure: that’s a miss.
Marginal Success: inflict half damage.
Normal Success: inflict normal damage.
Exceptional Success: inflict double
damage.

Parrying and Withdrawing
Normally, "parrying" refers to using
a weapon to ward-off the enemy's attack.
However, sometimes an enemy will be
strong enough that it is impossible to parry
and at other times it may be desirable to "get
the hell out of Dodge". Any attack with a
Damage greater than twice the Damage of
the weapon used to parry cannot be parried
normally and the defender must withdraw.
In these cases the roll is made against any
points allocated to parrying but the defender
moves, two metres back from the attacker.
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Unarmed Attacks
It has long been known that taking away your enemy’s weapons won’t stop them from
trying to kill you. Unarmed fighting styles and techniques are often developed to a science but
they’re no match for a bullet or a blast of plasma.
round after they pass out, they must start
making an Endurance roll every round or die
from asphyxiation. Of course, trying to
choke someone completely occupies the
character and even attempting to parry will
automatically break the hold.

Grapple
Reach = 0
Each successful grappling attack
moves the target closer to being pinned and
helpless. The target is grabbed on the first
success, held tightly and only able to grapple
back on the second, and pinned on the third.
A pinned target can be punched or choked
with no chance of being parried or resisted.
The target of a grappling attack can spend
points from their next attack just like
parrying to reflect their efforts to avoid
being pinned. The target can opt to resist
with their Strength, Grappling Skill, or
Agility but can only retaliate if they use their
Grappling Skill.

Throw
Damage = target's Strength / 4
A standing target who has been
successfully held tightly can be thrown to
the ground. This is a tricky manoeuvre but
it's damaging and looks cool. Better still, on
a normal or exceptional success the attacker
remains standing instead of ending up on the
ground tussling with the target.

Arm Lock
A target that has been successfully
grabbed with a Grapple attack, can be very
effectively controlled by putting pressure
directly against one of their joints, usually an
arm. Arm locks are particularly effective as
they don't tie the attacker up as much as
pinning the target would and can be done
while both are still standing. Once an arm
lock is achieved, the target's arm can be
broken with a second roll. Like grappling,
arm locks can be resisted by "parrying"

Kick
Reach = 2
Damage = Strength /4
A kick does more damage than a
punch but can put the attacker off balance or
make it easy for the target to trip the
attacker. For this reason, a kick doesn't
count as a light weapon, but one's arms can
still be used for parrying when kicking.
Most kicks land on the legs and it takes a lot
of training to kick anyone taller than half
your height in the head, so add three to all
hit location rolls under five. Called shots
can still hit the head.

Choke
A target who is pinned can be
strangled. It's not a really nice thing to do to
someone but is an effective way of knocking
them out or killing them. After one round,
and every round thereafter, the target must
make an Endurance roll or pass out. The
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Punch

Tackle

Reach = 1
Damage = Strength / 6
A punch is a light weapon and most
humans have two arms and thus count as
having a weapon in each hand when
punching. On the down side, parrying a
weapon with one's bare arm isn't much more
than picking where you get hit. It takes a
fair bit of effort to punch someone in the
foot, so subtract three from any hit location
rolls over five.

Reach = 0
Damage = Strength / 4
Charging right into someone isn't
always a great idea, especially if they've got
a weapon handy, but a successful tackle roll
that causes an injury knocks the target to the
ground.

Shooting - restricted by line of sight
SMALL ARMS or Weapon Gunnery
Base Time: 1 second
Modifiers:
+10 one second aiming
+20 three seconds aiming
+/- target Size
- target’s Velocity
-10 two shots
-20 three or four shots
-10 per 2 x Range
-10 per wound level
-20 per light level off preference
-20 prone target beyond 6m
Automatic Fire
+ Rate of Fire x 5
1 hit per Chance / Shots
Results:
Exceptional Failure: hit a friend in your
line of sight.

Shooting
You can't shoot at things you can't
see. This means that a detection roll must be
made before combatants who are sneaking
can be targeted. If miniatures are being
used, it also means that the attacker must be
able to draw a clear Line of Sight to their
target.
The aiming bonus adds to the
attacker’s Reflexes in the second they make
the attack as well as the chance to hit. Note
that the modifier for time spent aiming isn't
lost after a single shot, unless the attacker
changes targets or the weapon’s recoil is
significant.
The distance to the target is a major
factor in determining the chance of success.
It is important to remember that the Range
of the weapon is only used if it is less that
the Range of the sense or sensor being used
to aim the attack.
Light weapons and additional
weapons provide the opportunity to make an
additional attack in the course of a second,
however, the chance of success must be
divided between the attacks with no more
points being allocated to any weapon than
the attacker has skill in its use. Heavy
weapons must be readied again each time
they are moved.

Failure: that’s a miss.
Marginal Success: inflict half damage.
Normal Success: inflict normal damage.
Exceptional Success: inflict double
damage.
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Recoil

Automatic Fire

Firearms, Rail Guns, Plasma
Cannons, and Particle Beams all tend to kick
back when fired. Weapons with Light
Recoil can be fired continuously with the
full modifier for the time taken, while those
with Normal Recoil lose any bonus after a
single shot. Weapons with Heavy Recoil
must be readied after making an attack
because they move too far out of line and
must begin a new attack action. Automatic
fire is treated as a single shot for this.
Example
Harcourt’s Reflexes are higher but
he’s not aware he’s been seen yet and
Abernathy isn’t taking any chances. He
opens up with his automatic rifle’s full Rate
of Fire 6 the instant he gets a look at
Abernathy. It’s the first second of the
Round and its dark, they’re 50 metres apart
and the rifle has a range of 32, so he’s at -70.
Harcourt’s a decent shot with a Rifle skill of
65, +30 for automatic fire so he needs a 25
to hit. He gets an Exceptional Success with
a 22 and gets two hits.

Modern weapons can lay down a hail
of fire on their targets and rolling to hit for
each bullet or even each target would be a
chore. Autofire attacks are made with a +5
to hit per shot. Divide the chance of success
by the number of shots to find the chance of
each bullet hitting. For example a
submachine gun with a rate of fire of four,
fired with a skill of forty, has a sixty percent
chance to hit meaning that for every 15%
rolled, one bullet hits. These hits can be
allocated between any targets in a 5 degree
arc per shot fired, starting with the closest.
Additional hits can be allocated to a target
that is in front of another. In particular,
large vehicles tend to eat all the hits for
those behind them.
If an exceptional or marginal success
is rolled, only one hit out of the whole volley
has its damage doubled or halved.

Suppression Fire
Automatic fire is often used as an
area denial tool. Laying down fire over a
beaten zone makes moving through it very
deadly. If an attacker declares they are
suppressing an area they can automatically
make an attack on anyone moving into the
area. The beaten zone suppressed is one
consecutive cubic metre per bullet.

Stray Fire
Friendly fire isn't. Any time a shot
misses, there's a chance of hitting anyone
standing directly behind the target. There is
a base 15% chance of being hit by stray fire,
with exceptional and marginal successes
being determined normally.

Volley Fire
Some weapons, like shotguns, fire a
volley of projectiles all at once. These are
treated as an automatic fire attack, adding
five time the number of projectiles to the
chance of success, but cannot be spread.
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Covering Fire

Blast Weapons

A weapon can be held ready to fire at
anything that passes through the combatant’s
field of vision. This does not allow any
bonus to be accrued, however, a bonus of
+50, is added to the attacker’s Reflexes in
the second the attack is made. In the case of
melee weapons, having a greater reach is
worth an automatic +50 to the attacker’s
Reflexes, ranged weapons automatically
receive this +50 to Reflexes against targets
with melee weapons.
A light weapon can be held ready for
twelve seconds. Normal weapons can be
held ready for six seconds, also far longer
than will normally be an issue. Heavy
weapons can only be held ready for three
seconds. Any weapon that is held in a
braced position can be held ready for twice
as long as normal, but must be repositioned
to fire out of a ninety degree arc, while those
on tripods or pintle mounts can be held
ready for periods ten times as long. At the
end of this period the user needs to shift
position, stretch, shake off numbness and
otherwise waste a turn before readying the
weapon again.

Grenades, Explosives, Plasma Bolts,
and Particle Beams have a Blast radius.
Such weapons automatically hit and injure
every hit location on the side facing the
point of impact. This makes them
exceptionally deadly. Targets within half of
the blast radius take double damage as if
they had been hit by an Exceptional Success.
While those out to twice the radius take the
normal damage and those out to twice the
Blast rating suffer half damage as if they had
been hit with a Marginal Success. Of
course, this means that the damage inflicted
by a Blast weapon is unaffected by marginal
and exceptional successes.

Flash Blindness and Temporary Deafness
Blast weapons and other explosions
are very loud and bright. Any combatants
within eight times the Blast rating can be
blinded and deafened even if they are
unhurt. Usually being in the middle of a
Blast makes these things inconsequential so
they are ignored for those suffering an injury
or worse. Make an Endurance roll for

everyone else to avoid being Stunned (q.v.)
For a Round. Creatures with Exceptional
Vison or Hearing will be stunned for two
Rounds. Hearing or vision protection with a
rating greater than the Blast weapon’s
Damage provide full immunity.

On most battle fields, Blast weapons
are too dangerous to ignore, even when they
miss. Only on an Exceptional Success does
the Blast land exactly where it was aimed.
A ten-sided die is rolled and the with the
result determining the distance the Blast
scatters. The top point of the die indicates
the direction.
Success Level
Missed
Marginal
Normal
Exceptional
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Scatter Distance
1d10 x 4 metres
1d10 x 2 metres
1d10 metres
direct hit

Covering Fire

Cover

A weapon can be held ready to fire at
anything that passes through the combatant’s
field of vision. This does not allow any
bonus to be accrued, however, a bonus of
+50, is added to the attacker’s Reflexes in
the second the attack is made. In the case of
melee weapons, having a greater reach is
worth an automatic +50 to the attacker’s
Reflexes, ranged weapons automatically
receive this +50 to Reflexes against targets
with melee weapons.
A light weapon can be held ready for
sixty seconds, not that it will come up much.
Normal weapons can be held ready for thirty
seconds, also far longer than will normally
be an issue. Heavy weapons can only be
held ready for fifteen seconds. Any weapon
that is held in a braced position can be held
ready for twice as long as normal, but must
be repositioned to fire out of a ninety degree
arc, while those on tripods or pintle mounts
can be held ready for periods ten times as
long. At the end of this period the user
needs to shift position, stretch, shake off
numbness and otherwise waste a turn before
readying the weapon again.

Cover does not reduce the chance to
hit. Instead, if a hit location is struck that is
behind cover, the attack must penetrate the
cover before damage is applied to the
character. If the character is concealed
behind a vehicle, the vehicle is hit instead of
the character, in the area the character
occupies. The following thicknesses of
materials supply an Armour of one hundred
with the thickness relating directly to the
Armour value.
Cover Material
concrete
reinforced concrete
steel
packed earth
lose earth
stone
water
wood

100 Armour Per
10 cm
5 cm
1 cm
25 cm
50 cm
5 cm
50 cm
20 cm

Damage
Once an attack strikes home, its effect on the target must be worked out. A roll is made
on the Hit Location chart. Some attacks hit multiple adjacent hit locations. For instance Blast
weapons hit all the locations on one side of a character. While this hit location table is designed
for humanoids, it is easily modified to cover other creatures and situations. When striking
directly from the side, there is no chance of hitting the limb on the far side, this becomes more
important when fighting particularly large creatures in close combat. For instance, when fighting
a huge dragon, from the front right quarter, all arm hits can be applied to the wing and all leg hits
to the front right leg. When fighting a snake treat all “Near Arm” hits as hitting the chest and all
“Far Arm” hits as hitting the abdomen, all leg hits are, of course on the tail. A worm, arguably
has only a head and body, and no bones to break.
The parts of the target which are not covered are determined by the actions taken in the
turn. Special weapons or racial abilities may allow a combatant to violate these guidelines:
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Fire Pistol
Fire Rifle
Fire Support Weapon
Fire Two Pistols
Run
Spot

One Arm, Head
Both Arms, Head, One Leg if cover is vertical
Head, Both Arms, Chest, One Leg if cover is vertical
Both Arms, Head, Chest, One Leg if cover is vertical
Whole Body
Head

Hit Locations
The part of the target that is hit determines whether cover or armour offers and protection
and the side effects that result from serious damage. The table incorporates, options for dealing
with non-humanoid aliens. In all cases the location is only hit if it is present. Hits to absent
locations strike the chest or abdomen by default.

Called Shots
A combatant can chose the part of their target they hit by accepting a Marginal Success on
a roll of one to twenty. If the result is a Marginal Success, the location hit is rolled randomly as
usual.
d10
1
2
3
4
3-4
5
6
2,5 B
6B
7
8
9
10

Location
Head
Neck
Right Arm
Left Arm
Right / Left Wing*
Chest
Abdomen
Spine
Tail*
Left Hip
Right Hip
Right Leg
Left Leg

Wounded / Crippled / Destroyed
Stunned d10 Seconds / Incapacitated / Killed
Bleeding / Paralysed and Bleeding / Killed
Lose Grip / Disabled / Incapacitated and Bleeding
Lose Grip / Disabled/ Incapacitated and Dying
Lose 1d10 metres Altitude / Immobilized and Falling / IFB
Knocked Down / Incapacitated and Bleeding / Killed
Stunned d10 Seconds / Bleeding / Incapacitated and Bleeding
Stunned d10 Seconds / Paralysed / Paralysed and Bleeding
Stunned d6 Seconds / Drop / Drop and Bleeding
Drop / Immobilized and Stunned / Immobilized and Bleeding
Drop / Immobilized and Stunned / Immobilized and Bleeding
Drop / Immobilized / Immobilized and Bleeding
Drop / Immobilized / Immobilized and Bleeding

Upright / Horizontal Effect
High / Front
-5 to rolls over 5
Low / Rear
+5 to rolls under 6
* If present
IFB: Immobilized, Falling, and Bleeding
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Fuzzy Damage (Optional)

Damage Levels

The basic damage system can
produce a large difference in effects from a
single point difference. If this becomes a
matter of contention, you can add 1d10 to
the damage of attacks that inflect ten points
or less than the target’s Strength or Structure
after armour and attenuation are applied.

When an attack hits a damaged
location, the total of all the injuries they
have suffered is applied to the character's
Strength when determining the new injury
level, but injury levels are not otherwise
cumulative.
Quick Damage
For larger fights you can just ignore
the hit location system and have any
combatant that's hit make an Endurance roll
with a penalty equal to the attack's Injury
Modifier or be eliminated.

Penetration and Attenuation
Because projectiles lose energy to air
friction and beams are absorbed by the
atmosphere, most weapons inflict reduced
damage at extreme ranges. For each
doubling of the weapon’s Range between the
target and the attacker, the Damage is
halved. Weapons fired in space and
explosive rounds (but not shape charges)
ignore attenuation.

Example
Abernathy’s shots hit Harcourt in the
abdomen and left arm. His automatic rifle
has a Penetration of 114 and a Damage of
72. The range is greater than one increment
but less than double it his Penetration
doesn’t Attenuate. Harcourt’s flack jacket
has an Armour rating of 124. This is more
than the Penetration so the Damage is halved
for the shot to his abdomen. His Strength is
64 so he is wounded in the abdomen and his
arm is crippled. He is stunned by both shots,
and both are bleeding. He needs to make an
Endurance roll to avoid passing out,
fortunately he’s got an 84 and passes even
with the -40 from the crippling wound.
Each round from now on he’ll need to roll a
44 to avoid passing out from blood loss.

Some weapons are particularly
effective against some types of armour and
are described as penetrating it. These
effectively half the armour level. Common
examples would be sharp weapons against
soft armour, blunt weapons against flexible
armour, and disintegrators against inorganic
matter.
Some types of armour are
particularly effective against a particular
type of damage and are described as
resisting it. This means that the armour is
doubled against the damage. Common
examples would be metal armour against
teeth and claws, padding against impacts,
insulation against electricity, and reflective
against lasers and masers.
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Bleeding: A sufficiently harmful strike from
a weapon that manages to get through the
armour can cause bleeding. This is
determined by the relationship between
Penetration and Damage and the severity of
the damage. At the start of each Round
every character who is Bleeding must make
an Endurance roll modified by the total
injury levels of all their bleeding injuries or
pass out from blood loss. Naturally applying
a tourniquet or bandage will help to prevent
this. A character who has passed out from
blood loss must make an Endurance roll
every minute until they are treated or die.

Lose Grip: Any object held in the injured
hand is dropped. If the object is held in both
hands, the injured hand cannot be used for a
full second.
Knockdown: Even if an attack doesn’t
penetrate armour, if it’s Damage is greater
than the target’s Strength they are still
knocked down by the force of impact.
Knocked Out: A character who suffers a
Wound or worse to the head must make an
Endurance roll or be knocked unconscious
otherwise they are Stunned. An unconscious
character can roll to wake up every hour
after they drop.

Burning: If the damage would normally
result in bleeding but is caused by an
incendiary or an energy weapon the
combatant is burning and will die in minutes
if the fire is not put out.

Paralysed: The attack severs the target’s
spine or otherwise destroys their central
nervous system, automatically crippling any
limbs below the point of the break. This
essentially includes Immobilized and
Disabled.

Disabled: The damaged limb can no longer
be used to hold items, climb, or use weapons
until it heals.

Falling: If they are flying when the damage
occurs, the combatant drops out of the sky,
accelerating at the local gravity each second
until they hit the ground.

Stunned: Any character suffering an Injury
to the head or any Wound is Stunned. The
character cannot move, attack, or defend for
a full ten seconds, after which they must
make an Endurance roll to shake it off. A
character who is repeatedly stunned must
wait an additional ten seconds for each
separate stunning hit before they can try to
shake it off. Once the roll is made they can
get back into the action.

Immobilized: The combatant falls to the
ground and can only move at a crawl until
the wound heals.

Trivial Structural Damage: Well the good
news is that you’re alive, but you shouldn’t
have spent all that money on a paint job.

Incapacitated: The combatant is knocked
unconscious and will not recover to fight in
the current combat.

Minor Structural Damage: That threw
everything off center, take a -10 to all
Driving or Piloting rolls until a full
maintenance schedule can be completed.

Drop: The combatant falls to the ground in
an undignified fashion. Standing up counts
as an action or movement in combination
with an action.
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Major Structural Damage: She’s holding
together but only barely, take a -20 to all
Driving or Piloting rolls until a complete
overhaul can be performed.

Minor System Damage: The system
remains functional for the moment but is
becoming very unreliable. All attempts to
operate the system damaged are at -10 and
on an exceptional success the entire system
fails.

Structure Disabled: Well, that did it. Any
structural features like wheels or wings fail
completely, any attempt to steer, accelerate,
or decelerate causes the structure to buckle
and collapse. Fixing this mess will cost
more than a new vehicle.

Major System Damage: The system
remains functional but is rapidly coming
apart from the loss of oil, coolant, or
damaged connections. All attempts to
operate the damaged system are at -20 and
on any failure the entire system fails.

Structure Destroyed: I hope you didn’t
want to live forever. Crew and passengers
with external access can attempt to bail out
and suffer the consequences but everyone
else dies in the wreck.

System Disabled: The system fails
completely and cannot be used without
repairs.

Trivial System Damage: Well, I hope this
thing isn’t a rental because that left a mark,
but at least it’s still working.

System Destroyed: Well, you’re just going
to have to replace that one aren’t you? Apply
half of the attack’s Damage to the next
system down the line.

Vehicle Hit Locations
Each vehicle has a hit location chart with its systems listed from one to twenty. The first
slot represents the very front of the vehicle and the twentieth represents the very back. Some
slots may have a letter code to indicate a system that can only be hit from one side or a sub table
to represent the chance of hitting small but vital systems.
Facing
Front
Front Side
Rear/Side
Rear

Roll
1d10
2d10-1
2d10
1d10+10

Code
F
T
L
R
U
B
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Facing
Front
Top
Left
Right
Underside
Back

Armour and Penetration
Armour protection is represented by reducing the amount of harm inflicted on the wearer.
Damage Penetrates Armour
Armour Resists Damage
Damage < Armour
Damage => Armour
Damage > Armour x 2

Armour / 2
Armour x 2
Attack Deflected Entirely, May be Knocked Down
½ Damage
Armour Ignored

Personal Damage
The relationship of the Damage to the Target's Strength determines how badly injured
they are. An Exceptional Success doubles the Damage and a Marginal Success halves it.
Damage < Strength / 8
Damage =>Strength / 8
Damage > Strength / 4
Damage > Strength / 2
Damage > Strength
Damage > Strength x 2

Annoyed
Scratched (-10)
Injured: (-20)
Wounded: (-30)
Crippled (-40)
Destroyed: (-50)

Head Hit Stuns
Stunned, Head Hit: KO Chance
Stunned, KO Chance
Stunned, KO Chance, Head Hit Kills

Vehicle Damage
Vehicles have their own individual hit location table and damage is applied to both the
Structure of the vehicle as a whole. Usually it’s good to check if there’s anything left of the
vehicle before worrying about the condition of the eight track player. The damage modifier is
applied to any future hits against the system or structure.
If Damage is
less than Structure / 8
greater than Structure / 8
greater than Structure / 4
greater than Structure / 2
greater than Structure
greater than Structure x 2

Result:
Trivial System Damage
Minor System Damage, Trivial Structural Damage
Major System Damage, Minor Structural Damage
System Disabled, Major Structural Damage
System Destroyed, Structure Disabled
Structure Destroyed
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Clothing
Shirt
Pants
Tunic
Coverall
Overall
Suspenders
Belt
Jacket
Dress, Short
Dress, Long
Skirt
Shorts
Shoes
Boots
Sandals

Cost
20
40
40
80
60
20
20
40
40
60
30
20
40
80
20

Climate Control
Active Weave
Impact Resistance

x2
x2
x2

Livewear
Fursuit
Hawksuit

180
240

Electronics
Personal Link
Personal Computer
Hand Scanner
Optical Scope
Electronic Scope

TL
TL x 4
TL
TL x 2
TL x 2

0.5
2
2
1
1

Climbing Gear
Claw, Crawling
TL x 2
Foot Hold (TL pack)
TL
Rope, Spool (TL x 10 m)
20
Rope, Active Braid (“)
40
Provisions
Cost
Bioscanner
TL x 2
Camp Kitchen
TL x 5
Canteen / Urinal
30
Condensation Canteen
40
Condensation Jug
160
Distillation Canteen
30
Distillation Jug
120
Filter Canteen
20
Lunch Box
40
Meal Pill (1000)
TL / 2
Nutrient Pills (1000)
TL / 10
Nutrient Bricks (6)
TL
Nutri-Paste, Individual Can 4
Economy Can
16
Salt Pills (1000)
0.5

1
1
2
2
Mass
2
5
1
1
4
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

Respirators
Filter Mask
Bubble Helmet
Air Tank
Rebreather

0.5
1
5
1
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10
20
100
20

Tools
Active Pad (TLm2)
Autojack
Boring Ball
Entrenching Tool
Folding Supports
Database
Expert System
Jack
Lift
Crane
Arm
Sealant (Tube)
Putty (Pack)
Fabricator
Object Printer
Milling Machine
Welder
Bonder
Clamp
Vise
Adhesive (Tube)
Camera
Speaker
Light
Holographic Projector

2
1
TL x 10 5
TL x 2
2
TL
1
TL x Mass1+
TL
TL x 2
TL x 2
2
TL x Mass100+
TL x Mass / 2
100+
2 x TL x Mass 1+
TL / 2
1
TL / 2
1
2 x TL x Mass 5+
TL x Mass5+
2 x TL x Mass
10+
TL x 4
4
TL x 8
4
TL / 5
1
TL / 5
2
TL / 5
1
TL / 2
1
TL x 2.5 2
TL / 5
1
TL x 4
2

First Aid Kit
Crash Kit
Stretcher
Medical Bay
Surgical Suite
Culture Vat
Tissue Printer
Medical Scanner
Pharmacopia
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Weapons
Light Pistol
Machine Pistol
Heavy Pistol
Submachine Gun
Carbine
Assault Rifle
Squad Assault Weapon
Rifle
Battle Rifle
Machine Gun
Shotgun
Grenade Launcher
Anti Tank Missile
Pistol
SMG
Combat Rifle
SAW
Railgun
Rocket Pistol
Rocket Rifle
Rocket Assisted GL
Laser Pistol
Heavy Laser Rifle
Blaster Pistol
Blaster Rifle
Support Blaster

TF
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
60
60
60

Knife
Sword
Hatchet
Axe

0.5 TL
2 TL x 4
1 TL x 2
4 TL x 8

Mass
0.7
1.2
1.15
3.3
1.59
3.6
5.08
2.45
5.18
8.66
4.9
1.8
2.75
1.12
3.13
4.1
6.17
2.5
0.55
2.23
1.1
0.5
4
0.5
2
4

Cost
29
50
46
134
64
142
203
98
207
347
196
72
110
90
251
328
493
100
44
179
88
40
320
60
240
480

Ammo Mass
1.2
1.2
1.5
1.5
2
2
2
2.4
2.4
2.4
5
15
2.75
1.5
1.5
2
2
2b + 1.5n
2
2
10
0.125
2
0.125
0.25
1

Ammunition cost and weight are for a box of 100 rounds.
Railgun needle ammunition and battery are listed separately.
Armour Costs
Base Cost: Mass x TL
Sealed x 2
Partial Suit x Hit Locations Covered / 10
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Ammo Cost
12
12
150
150
20
20
20
24
24
24
50
150
110
30
30
40
40
40b + 30 n
40
40
200
13
40
4
8
30

Equipment
The potential range of possibly useful technological devices is endless. The fantastic
tools of the future are as much a hallmark of science fiction as magic spells and swords are
hallmarks of fantasy.

Clothing
Advanced clothing is often more
durable and adaptable. Most active military
and outdoors wear offers some protection as
armor. Bacteria in the fabric neutralize
odors and absorb stains.

Livewear
The fabric of this garment is a living
organism. It consumes dead skin cells and
sweat as well as regrowing damaged
portions of cloth and developing a thicker
and tougher layer in areas that rub, and is
thus always dry and clean. Livewear offers
excellent protection against biological
poisons and diseases. Finally fabric that
really breathes.

Climate Control
The threads in this clothing are flat
like ribbons and can rotate to seal up the
spaces between threads for increased
insulation or widen them to make the outfit
cooler. Heavier suits can seal up tightly
enough to withstand vacuum and are often
used by space force personal.

Fursuits are cold weather livewear
that grows a thick coat of fur for improved
insulation as if the wearer had the fur and
blubber layer traits.

Active Weave
This clothing is composed of thread
thick robotic tendrils which allow it to offer
muscular resistance training in zero-gravity
and enhances the wearer’s strength by the
technology level. Active weave reads and
interprets signals in the nerves and
duplicates and enhances them. Active
weave under a suit of hard armour
essentially makes it into a light battle suit.

Hawksuits have feathers and wings
which allow the wearer to glide. Tendrils in
the hood allow the suit to read and respond
to the wearer’s surface thoughts. The suit is
a more intelligent organism than most
livewear and offers an instinctual
understanding of its flight abilities to the
wearer.

Impact Resistance
This fabric stiffens in response to
impacts making it soft and flexible until
struck. This allows the clothing to provide a
level of armor protection to the wearer.
Military uniforms are often made of impact
resistant fabric.
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Provisions
An army (and pretty much everyone else) marches on its stomach. Advanced technology
can make rations lighter and more palatable but in general they can be light, tasty, or healthy,
pick two.
Bioscanner
A simple chemical spectrometer
gives an assessment of compounds in any
material placed into it and flags toxins.

Condensation Jug
A four liter version of the
condensation canteen that also serves as air
conditioning for a tent or small hut.

Camp Kitchen
Being a larger model of the Lunch
Box, Camp Kitchens convert nutri-paste into
simulated dishes. The menu is exponentially
larger and the cans are bigger, but the system
can crank out a dozen different hot meals in
half an hour from an economy sized nutripaste can.

Distillation Canteen
This one liter metal bottle contains a
power supply and heating element that boils,
distills, and filters water that is poured into
it. This takes about half an hour.
Distillation Jug
This four liter metal bottle contains a
power supply and heating element that boils,
distills, and filters water that is poured into
it. This takes about an hour.

Canteen / Urinal
This is exactly what it sounds like.
A canteen that processes waste water back
into pure drinking water. It works better
than it sounds. Still, consumer market sales
are generally unimpressive, even though
most military forces adopt them.
Interestingly, consumer sales of traditional
canteens are very high in retail locations
around military bases.

Filter Canteen
This canteen contains a charcoal
filter that removes most impurities from
water poured into it. If the filter isn’t
changed regularly it will accumulate bacteria
and become fairly hazardous in its own
right.

Condensation Canteen
This plastic container has ventilated
sides that allow air to pass in and out of it
freely. A battery powered condensation core
cools the air and causes water droplets to be
collected. A condensation canteen is cool to
the touch and is occasionally rigged to a
body suit to reduce the overall temperature
and infrared signature of the person inside.

Lunch Box
This portable nano-tech factory is
able to turn cans of nutri-paste into a wide
variety of palatable meals. It takes a lunch
box thirty minutes to convert the paste into
virtually anything on the menu. Sometimes
they don’t even taste a little like nutri-paste.
Lunch boxes are powered by energy drawn
from the nutri-paste
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Meal Pill
The long awaited meal in a single
pill has arrived. Packed with a sugar /
vitamin matrix, just one of these dense little
pellets will provide energy and relieve
hunger for six hours. The after effects of
prolonged usage are legendary but hardly
exaggerated.

Nutri-Paste
These, rectangular cans contain a
perfectly balanced meal of a thick grey and
grainy consistency. While they are intended
to supply raw materials for a Lunch Box
nano-factory, there are many in the Space
Forces who swear by the paste in raw form
as it is highly digestible and guaranteed to
stay down under any circumstances. Well,
at least if you can get it down in the first
place.

Nutrient Pills
The basic nutrients, sugar and
vitamins can be provided in the form of
tablets. These are not filling or satisfying
but will help to keep a person alive and
healthy in the absence of proper food.

Individual Can
Economy Can
Salt Pills
The electrolytes lost in sweat need to
be replaced. In hot weather the amount of
water needed can be reduced by taking salt
tablets or more advanced electrolyte
pastilles.

Nutrient Bricks
These light weight bars contain basic
nutrients and fibre which help to keep the
digestive system working while keeping a
person on their feet.

Electronics
Notebook Computer
While computing power increases
exponentially over time so does the software
overhead.

usable interface and small enough to hold
easily in one hand.
Optical Scope
A set of glass or oil lenses that
enhance and focus vision. This is at its root
a very primitive technology that is
developed with lense grinding but advanced
versions are more accurate and robust.

Personal Link
The personal communicator’s size is
primarily defined by handiness and ease of
finding in the cupboard.
Personal Computer
Regardless of actual computing
power. A workstation needs to provide
room for a comfortable control surface and a
readable screen or interface viewer.

Electronic Scope
Advanced scopes integrate infrared
or ultraviolet sights to switchable UV and IR
projectors are common on more advanced
models. A port that links to a heads up
device allows the weapon to track and be
aimed from the hip. These are usually hard
wired links to avoid radio interference and
hacking.

Hand Scanner
A convenient portable sensor device,
large enough to have a readable screen and
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Respirators

Climbing Gear

It’s important to breathe and the
universe contains many things that humans
and non-humans simply can’t breathe.
Fortunately a number of technological
solutions are available.

Over all, climbing gear is lighter,
more durable and in some cases smarter than
its earlier equivalents. Smart polymers and
micro structured metals dominate the field.
However, the gear is still intended to help a
person climb steep obstacles under their own
power.

Filter Mask
A simple filter system that fits over
the mouth and nose and removes toxins and
pollutants from the air. The base model is
TL 15 but the system gets lighter and more
effective with advanced technology.

Claw, Crawling
While a crawling claw looks like an
over, engineered, six pronged grappling
hook it is actually a sophisticated voice and
radio operated robot with nano adhesive
grips and an emergency winching system.
The claw can climb most sheer surfaces at a
rate of 6 meters per second while hauling a
360 kilogram load.

Bubble Helmet
A polymer bubble with a head sized
hole in the bottom and seals and latches to
attach it to armour or a suit. The helmet
gives less protection than an armoured
helmet but is less intimidating and allows a
wider field of vision.

Foot Hold
When squeezed twice these six by
two centimeter pellets expand and harden
into a flat topped foot hold. If pressed
against a surface they adhere and expand
into any crevices to increase support.

Air Tank
Carrying your own air solves most
respiratory issues. Air tanks allow the
wearer to breathe for TL x mass in kg / 10
hours. More advanced versions are less
flammable and hold more air.

Rope, Spool
This light weight ratcheting spool
holds an amazing 600 meters of rope. The
rope is only six millimeters in diameter on
the spool, but it self inflates to a hefty 18
millimeters as it plays out. The microscopic
expanding lattice of smart polymers can
support a 360 kilogram load.

Rebreather
A rebreather recycles air to improve
the duration of an air tank. TL 40 and later
rebreathers can dispense with the air tank in
water by drawing oxygen from the water like
a high powered gill. A rebreather doubles
the range of an air tank.

Rope, Active Braid
This 50 meter coil of rope is
composed of electrically activated fibers that
expand when a current is applied. This
allows the rope to expand up to an inch in
diameter. The active braid accepts simple
comm commands like knotting and
unknotting itself and climbing surfaces.
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Medical Gear
While medical technology advances apace with synthetic cell cultures, tissue printing,
surgical lasers, neural activity scanning, and gene editing therapies the problems largely remain
the same, the disruption and deterioration of biological processes by internal and external
influences.
First Aid Kit
A ubiquitous feature of camping gear
and industrial sites, this small box contains
materials to treat minor wounds and
abrasions. In general, it will contain mild
pain killers, antiseptics, bandages or wound
sealant, and materials for splinting broken
bones. More advanced versions will provide
more durable treatments but the role of a
first aid kit is not to heal but stabilize and
contain injuries until a proper facility can be
reached. A first aid kit allows scratch level
injuries to be treated without penalty.

Stretcher
A light weight frame for carrying
wounded individuals without making their
situation worse. Advanced stretchers
incorporate features like vital sign monitors
and medication dispensers. A particularly
useful feature is the ability to stiffen up
around the patient to provide more support
and reduce jostling. Ambulatory robotic
stretchers are heavier and more expensive
but free up corpsmen from the task of
bearing the wounded to the ambulance.
Medical Bay
The back of an ambulance or a closet
on small ships is well equipped with medical
supplies and equipment. Anesthetics,
oxygen, restraints, and lighting are sufficient
for a medical bay to serve as an emergency
surgical suite. A medical bay allows
wounds to be treated and stabilized without
penalty and surgery at a -10 penalty due to
the cramped conditions.

Crash Kit
Paramedics and physicians
frequently carry one of these satchel or cases
containing the basic materials found in a
first aid kit in greater quantities as well as
medication to deal with cardiac arrest,
seizures, and serious wounds like compound
fractures and gunshots. Strong pain killers
and stimulants are standard as are sensors
for detecting heart beats and breathing.
Advanced versions contain universal blood
serum and oxygen. A crash kit allows
injuries to be treated without penalty.

Surgical Suite
A proper surgery is well lit and
sterile with enough room for a team to work
on the patient without tripping over each
other. Systems to

Culture Vat
A hermetically sealed cannister with
nutrient feeds allows cell cultures to be
grown into biomass for printing tissue and
organs. Advanced models are self flushing
and contain a small sample of radioactive
material in a shielded cell, to sterilize the
tank between uses.
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Tissue Printer
Three dimensional printing
technology using electrostatic charges and
lasers can even print flesh. Skin, muscles,
veins, and even organs can be printed out
from cultures grown from the patient’s own
cells avoiding all risk of rejection but at the
cost of reproducing any congenital
conditions.

Pharmacopia
This advanced system can synthesize
medications from stored chemicals on
demand. The internal computer stores a wide
range of known drugs with proven track
records but can also produce new
combinations on command and speculate on
how they will perform. Earlier versions are
larger, room sized affairs, but more
advanced versions will fit in a suitcase. The
larger version will always have a larger
supply of raw materials. One limitation of a
pharmacopia system is that only about half
of the supplies are useful for any given
medication and the machine and supplies are
much bulkier and heavier than a supply of a
specific drug.

Medical Scanner
Hand held units capable of reading
heart rates, blood pressure, and even brain
activity are popular with paramedics and
physicians. The size of the device is
generally determined by ergonomics and
ease of use but advanced versions may well
fit in watches or cybernetic eyes. Access to
a medical scanner allows patients to be
diagnosed quickly meaning one medic can
treat more patients or treatment applied
sooner.
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Tools
In practice, technology is all about the tools. Better tools are what make advancement
possible. More advanced tools will be stronger, more precise, more general in their application,
and allow the user to do more in less time. In part this is reflected by the technology level factor
for repairing and constructing other hardware but specific advances like three dimensional
printing of a wide range of materials are significant enough to warrant treatment as an advance in
their own right.
Active Pad
This sheet is composed of
electrically sensitive fibers that become rigid
when a current is applied. The pad
distributes weight evenly allowing it to
support great weights. Active pads are
popular with field mechanics and tennis
players.

Boring Ball
This fifteen centimeter flanged ball is
a highly specialized robot with an internal
rotary drive. When activated the flanges
open up to twenty centimeters and the ball
begins to spin, digging away dirt and smaller
rocks and spraying them to the edges of the
excavation. The ball can dig foxholes,
trenches, and ditches at a rate of TL cubic
centimeters per second and has a power
supply that lasts TL minutes. By TL 60 a
boring ball can cut through stone at a quarter
the normal rate and double the energy
expenditure. The ball’s computer has a wide
range of pre-planned digs but its safety
controls prevent it from being active within
10 meters of a life form.

Autojack
Simple four legged robots with a
single motion arm are common in advance
mechanical tool kits. The autojack can lift
several tonnes upto half a meter off the
ground. It takes two autojacks or an
autojack and two folding supports to safely
and stabely lift a vehicle in order to work
under it.

Database
A well organized and indexed
information system saves hours of research.

Entrenching Tool
This folding shovel and pick has a
telescoping handle but is otherwise quite
recognizable to soldiers from the mid
twentieth century. The materials used are
strong and light weight and the material
memory makes it easy to restore a damaged
tool to its original state by heating and
banging it against a rock repeatedly.

Expert System
An intelligent, well organized, and
indexed information system will often have
your information on hand at the moment you
need it.
Jack

Folding Supports
These light weight structural
supports can be folded into a pyramid to
hold up heavy objects or reinforce damaged
structures.

A simple, mechanical system using a
screw or hydraulics to reliably lift heavy
objects placed on it a small distance.
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Lift

Object Printer
A three dimensional printer builds up
layers of materials using a laser to melt and
weld them. Simple versions use plastics but
more advanced ones can use metal or even
organic materials to create organs. Printed
materials are never quite as strong as cast
materials but can be precise to similar levels.

A large hydraulic or electric system
that can lift heavy objects a couple meters.
A lift is more stable than a crane.
Crane
A tall tower with a winch and cable
that is used to lift heavy objects large
distances. The crane and it’s mounting must
weigh more than the object lifted.

Milling Machine
A cutting tool capable of moving a
spinning bit in three dimensions to produce
accurate and detailed parts. Advanced
versions are laser guided and computer
controlled to allow incredible precision.
Parts are often cast in basic form and then
milled to precision that a three dimensional
printer cannot manage. A fabricator can, of
course, magic wands be like that.

Arm
A fully articulated mechanical arm
that can move and reposition heavy objects.
An arm weighs more than a jack, lift, or
crane but can accomplish more complex
positioning.
Sealant
A thick liquid which stabilizes into a
more solid state due to a chemical reaction.
Sealant fills leaks and cracks and can be
used with fabric to create larger patches.

Welder
A gas, electric, or laser torch that
instantly heats metal to cut or bond it.
Welding allows large parts or patches to be
attached securely without bolts or rivets.

Putty
A thick, well, putty that can be
spread and molded. Adding an activating
agent causes putty to harden into a solid
form that can be used to patch holes.

Bonder
An advanced device that uses lasers
or ion streams to join parts of the same
material at the molecular level. Early
bonders are material specific, working on
plastics or metal but advanced ones work on
just about everything. You can close up a
wound and seal a reactor leak with the same
mark VII bonder by Wandco. (TM)

Fabricator
A fabricator builds things from the
molecular level up. It is like a super three
dimensional printer that can make just about
anything from raw materials. Early
fabricators are pretty slow but more
advanced ones are almost magical, creating
what you wish for at your word. Software
issues remain troubling at all stages as new
systems and materials introduce new
problems.

Clamp
A screw or spring powered device
for holding parts together while they are
being glued, welded, or bonded.
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Vise

Cameras
Visual recording devices start out
using light sensitive chemical plates to
capture images. Eventually they become
elaborate electronic sensors capable of broad
spectrum analysis.

A screw, hydraulic, or electrical
clamp mounted on a work bench that is used
to hold things in place while they are worked
on.
Adhesive
Various glues have properties that
make them ideal for specific jobs and
materials. Until molecular bonding glue
comes along, glue is generally inferior to
rivets, screws, bolts, and welding. However
applied over large surfaces it can be very
strong and effective.

Speakers
Recording and reproducing sound
starts out with horns and wax cylinders but
quickly moves to electrical impulses and
broadcasts.
Lights
Generating artificial light with
electricity or chemicals is a staple of
advanced societies.
Holographic Projectors
A hologram is an image painted in
the air with lasers. Most solid units use a
mist or plasma field to stabilize the image.

Vehicles
Carried Craft: none
Sensors: wide spectrum 8 km
Weapons:
2 Strength 200 Arms

Explorer
Class: Wheeled
Manufacturer:
Cost: 448 000
Technology Level: 40
Empty Mass: 5.6t
Loaded Mass: 6.9t
Volume: 9.45 (Size +40)
Acceleration: 5.8m/s2 (Signature +50)
Top Speed:54 m/s, 194 km/h
Range: 20 hours
Fuel Capacity: 1 m3
Crew: 1
Passengers: 5
Life Support: Sealed
Cargo Capacity: 0.5 m3

Armour: 507
Structure: 282
Hit and Damage Locations:
1
Sensor Turret
1 - 5 Array
6 - 10 Mechanism
2
Arms
3
Power Plant
4 - 9 Seats
10 - 17 Wheels
18
Cargo
19 - 20 Fuel
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Frontier Freighter

Robot

A small cargo vessel with decent
range suitable for exploring the frontier in
search of a profit.

Class: Wheeled
Manufacturer:
Cost: 4720
Technology Level: 40
Empty Mass: 59 kg
Loaded Mass: 59 kg
Volume: .05 m3 (Size -10)
Acceleration: 3.4 m/s2 (Signature -10)
Top Speed: 45 m/s, 162 km/h
Range: 40 hours
Fuel Capacity: 10 kg batteries
Crew: Robot
Passengers: 0
Life Support: none
Cargo Capacity: 200 Strength Arms
Carried Craft: none
Sensors: 20m Broad Spectrum
Weapons: none
Armour: 49
Structure: 63
Hit and Damage Locations:
1
Sensor Turret
1 - 2 Sensors
3 - 5 Mechanism
6 - 10 Computer
2 - 5 Conduits
6 - 9 Batteries
10 - 17Arms
18 - 20Wheels

Vehicle:
Class: Deep Space Freighter
Manufacturer:
Cost: 100.5 Million
Technology Level: 60
Empty Mass: 1175 t
Loaded Mass: 2349.4 t
Volume: 2283 m3 (Size + 90)
Acceleration: 5.26 m/s2 (Signature +140)
Top Speed:
FTL Speed: 5
Range: 120 hours
Fuel Capacity: 250 t
Crew: 14
Passengers:
Accommodations: 4 x 25m3 Rooms
Life Support: Full (1500 t capacity)
Cargo Capacity: 1000 m3
Carried Craft: none
Sensors: 192 km, Visual, Infrared,
Ultraviolet, Radio
Weapons: 4 5m3 pod sockets
Armour: 1380
Structure: 12247
Hit and Damage Locations:
1
2
3-8
9 - 11
12 - 17
18
19
20

Anti - Gravity & Sockets
Habitat & Life Support
Fuel
Reactor
Cargo
FTL
1-5 FTL, 6 - 10 Thrusters
Thrusters
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Battle Armour

Lander

Class: Walker
Manufacturer:
Cost: 72000
Technology Level: 60
Empty Mass: 500 kg
Loaded Mass: 600 kg
Volume: 0.36 m3 (Size +10)
Acceleration: 6m/s2 (Signature +20)
Top Speed:18 m/s, 65 km/h
Stall Speed: Range: 60 hours
Fuel Capacity: 60m3 / 60kg
Crew: 1
Passengers: 0
Life Support: 600 kg/h (6 hours)
Cargo Capacity: 0
Carried Craft: none
Sensors: Full Spectrum 216m
Weapons:
Arms Strength 346, 2.4 tonne
capacity
Armour: 584
Structure: 189
Hit and Damage Locations:
1
1 - 4 Head
5 -10 Mechanism
2
Arms
3-9
Chest
3-9 B 1 - 2 Life Support
3 - 10 Power Plant
10 - 11
Abdomen
10 - 11 B
Batteries
12 - 20
Legs

Class: Aero/Spacecraft
Manufacturer:
Cost: 628 000
Technology Level: 40
Empty Mass: 15.7t
Loaded Mass: 28t
Volume: 42.45t (Size +50)
Acceleration: 23m/s2 (Signature +100)
Top Speed:80.48 m/s
Stall Speed: 28 m/s, 289 km/h
Range: 2.5 hours thrust
Fuel Capacity: 8m3
Crew: 2 (pilot, navigator)
Passengers: 4
Life Support: 20t/hours
Cargo Capacity: 12m3, 12t
Carried Craft: none
Sensors: 8km full spectrum
Weapons: none
Armour: 100, 300 U
Structure: 48 capacity, rating 1549
Hit and Damage Locations:
1
1 Sensors
2 - 9 Crew Compartment
2
1 - 5 Crew Compartment
6 - 7 Power Plant
8 - 10 Life Support
3 - 10 Fuel
10 - 11U Retractable Wheels
11 - 19 Cargo Bay
20
Rockets
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Ornithopter

Corvette

Class: Flapper
Manufacturer:
Cost: 4 784 000
Technology Level: 40
Empty Mass: 119.6t
Loaded Mass: 235t (Size +60 / +70)
Volume: 171m3 empty / 261.26m3 loaded
Acceleration: 8.5m/s2 (Signature +60)
Top Speed: 102 m/s, 367km/h
Stall Speed: hovers
Range: 20 hours
Fuel Capacity: 50m3
Crew: 2, pilot & navigator
Passengers: 2
Life Support: environmental, sealed
compartment
Cargo Capacity: 90m3, 90t external grips
Carried Craft: spice factory
Sensors: 48km full spectrum
Weapons: none

Class: Spacecraft
Manufacturer:
Cost: 63 040 000
Technology Level: 40
Empty Mass: 713t
Loaded Mass: 1800t
Volume: 1850.5 m3
Acceleration: 0.2 m/s2, 1.24 m/s2 with
Landers Boosting
Top Speed: none (Signature +120)
Range: g/hours
Fuel Capacity: 500t
Crew: 15
Passengers: 30
Life Support: Full Cycling
Cargo Capacity: 500m3
Carried Craft: 3 Landers
Sensors: Structural 7400km Full Spectrum
Weapons:
3 x quad laser turrets
Range 32000
Damage 945
Rate of Fire 4
10 x 1t missiles
Armour: 113
Structure: 2000 capacity, rating 316

Armour: 71
Structure: 280t capacity, rating 280
Hit and Damage Locations:
1
1 - 3 Crew Compartment
7 -10 Power Plant
2 - 5 Power Plant
6 - 9 Fuel
10 - 13 Wings
14
Retractable Legs
15 -20 Payload Module

Hit and Damage Locations:
1
1
Bridge
2 - 6 Laser Turrets (FR, FL)
7 - 10 Life Support
2
Life Support
3 - 5 Quarters
6 - 10 Cargo Bay
11 - 14 Reactor
15 - 17 Landers
18 - 19 Reaction Mass
20
1 - 5 Reaction Mass
6 - 10 Coolant
Thrusters
Laser Turret (B)
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Weapons
Weapon

Mass

Range

Rate

Ammo

Damage

Recoil

Light Pistol
Machine Pistol
Heavy Pistol
Submachine Gun

715.2
1245.6
1148.8
3348

50m
50m
50m
50m

1
24
1
4

8@115.2g
24@345.6
8@148.8
30@548g

75
75
92
92

559
331/1324
522
179/716

Carbine
Assault Rifle
Squad Assault Weapon

1590g
3552g
5080g

140m
140m
140m

1
4
5

6@120g
30@612g
100@2200

108
108
108

880
394/1576
276/1380

Rifle
Battle Rifle
Machine Gun

2448g
5184g
8664g

160m
160m
160m

1
4
5

6@144g
20@576g
100@2520

123
123
123

784
381/1524
229/1143

Shotgun
Grenade Launcher
Anti Tank Missile

4900g
1800g
2750g

93m
40m
100m

1x5
1/2
1

6 @ 50g
1 @ 200g
1@2500g

108
299+880
889+1565x

571
2200
18

Pistol
SMG
Combat Rifle
SAW

1124g
3132g
4104g
6165g

67m
95m
160m
160m

3
4
3
4

12@204g
30@432g
30@648g
100@1980

86
95
123
123

534/1601
287/1149
468/1404
311/1246

Railgun
Rocket Pistol
Rocket Rifle

2500g
545g
2232g

200m
200m
400m

1
1
3

28@2921g
6@145g
18@

145
112+75x
112+75x

607
47
8

Rocket Assisted GL

1100g

125m

1

1@

397+168x

36

Laser Pistol
Heavy Laser Rifle

500g
4000g

80m
200m

1
1

14@250g
14@2000

67
150

0
0

500g
2000g
4000g

45m
80m
96m

1
3
5

21@250g
64@1000g
105@2000

116
116
121

0
0
0

TL 20

TL 40

TL 60
Blaster Pistol
Blaster Rifle
Support Blaster

Recoil is formated as Semiautomatic / Fully Automatic
The damage of rocket weapons doubles for the first two doublings of range.
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Armour
Size Range
Tiny 12 - 37.5 kg
Small 37.5 - 75 kg
Medium 75 - 150 kg
Large 150 - 300 kg
Huge 300 - 600 kg
Armour Cost = Mass x TL
Sealed x 2
Size and Class

Mass kg

Rating @ 20

Rating @ 40

Rating @ 60

Rating @ 80

Tiny Light
Tiny Medium
Tiny Heavy

3.4
6.8
10.2

15.5
31
46.5

31
62
124

46.5
93
139.5

62
124
186

Small Light
Small Medium
Small Heavy

6.3
12.6
18.9

15.5
31
46.5

31
62
124

46.5
93
139.5

62
124
186

Medium Light
Medium Medium
Medium Heavy

10
20
30

15.5
31
46.5

31
62
124

46.5
93
139.5

62
124
186

Large Light
Large Medium
Large Heavy

15.9
33.8
47.7

15.5
31
46.5

31
62
124

46.5
93
139.5

62
124
186

Huge Light
Huge Medium
Huge Heavy

25.2
50.4
75.6

15.5
31
46.5

31
62
124

46.5
93
139.5

62
124
186
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Galaxies In Shadow Character Record
Name:________________________________
Species:____________Culture:_____________
Mature Age:________ Age Factor:__________
Traits:_________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
Mass: Base x Strength2 / (Agility x Endurance)
Characteristic

Initial

Pts

Rating

Agility
Dexterity
Endurance
Knowledge
Logic

_____
_____
_____
_____

______
______
______
______

_____
_____
_____
_____

Perception
Reflexes
Strength
Talent
Willpower

_____
_____
_____
_____

______
______
______
______

_____
_____
_____
_____

Class
_____ ______
PSI
Free Load = Strength2 grams

_____

Light 1 handed
____
Medium 1 handed / Light 2 handed
____
Heavy 1 handed / Medium 2 handed ____
Heavy 2 Handed
d10
Event
0 -2 Lose Job, Spend One Year Unemployed
3 - 5 Just the Usual Grind
6
Catastrophe
7
Life Event
8
Career Event
9
Career Benefit
10+ Promotion +1 Rank
+1 per qualification for next rank met
-1 negative reputation+1 positive reputation
Rank Qualification: 35 + 5 x Rank
Age:__________________________________
Employment History:____________________

Degrees:______________________________
Ranks:________________________________
Savings:_______________________________
Currency: (Savings x Technology Level)_____
Background Points:______________________
Relationships:__________________________
_____________________________________
Skill (Aptitude)

½

Pts

Rating

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
__

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
____

Equipment

Location

Mass

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Hit Locations and Armour
d10
1
2
3
4
3-4
5
6
2,5 B
6B
7
8
9
10

Location
Armour
Head
______
Neck
______
Right Arm
______
Left Arm
______
Right / Left Wing* ______
Chest
______
Abdomen
______
Spine
______
Tail*
______
Left Hip
______
Right Hip
______
Right Leg
______
Left Leg
______

Weapon

Range

Rate

Shots

1/8 D

1/4 D

1/ 2 D

1D

x2D

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Damage Threshold = (Strength + Endurance)
Scratched=DT/8

Injured=DT /4

Wounded=DT/2

Crippled=DT

Destroyed=DTx 2

